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Pocket Surgical Cases
三三iOTIS CLAPP & SoN, BosTON.缶‘,
We desire to call the atterltion of physicians and students to oし1r neW designs of Pocket Surgical Cases.
These cases are manufactured in ou「- Case Departmentl Ofthe finest quality ofTurkey Morocco Qr 9ealskin’
and for beauty ofdesign and finish are much superior to any to be found in the market・
The instru-11entS S‘一PPlied are edected fi.om the stock o工- the best mamfacturers of surgica吊l-StrumentS,
and the prices ha‘-e been set a仁SO Iow n figし一re that they cannot fai=o meet the approval ofst`一dents.
THE寝BEACON’’CASE.
Two folds made ofbest Turl{ey mOrOCCO Or Sealskin・ lined with silk velvet・ and silk-1ined
-　flapsatsides・ Completewithinstruments・ Prices.　-　-　$I2.5Oand $I3.OO.
冒HEのJACKSON No. 1,’CASE.　’
THE寝JACKSON’No. 2’’CASE.
Three foids made of best Turkey Morocco or sea,1skin’lined with silk velvet, and silk-1ined
flaPs at sides・ Complete with instruments"　Prices講I6 and $I6.5O-紛I4 and $I4・5O
“oTIS CLAPP & SoN-,s SLIDING CASE.’,
A folding velvet-1ined leather case sliding into morocco case. Prices・ -　$6.5O and紛8:25.
PLEASE EXAMINE BEFORE PURCHASING ELSEWHERE重
OTIS CLAPP　& SON,No. IO PARK SQUARE,BOSTON.
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY.
きe出鼻五和さd亀粗e糧t亀ユ書出おelple乱
I. The Ideals of Christian AnthropoIogy are the highest of anthropoIogical idea⊥s・
lI. The Ideals of Christian Society are the highest of social ideals.
III. The Ideals ofChristian Education are the highest ofeducationa=deals.
Ceaぬi:はFor粗at主曹e Prineiple害・
。mi嵩悪霊葦露盤豊誌詳霊器言霊露語露盤蕊.Organism・ a living Society・ fed and re-
con言誤霊誓書譜箪霊悪霊霊議書盗塁霊嵩詰龍葦WOmen) alone, Can nO mOre
蒜護憲発議霊詩誌諸富蒜認諾誌三豊誌認諾
℃OmeS a COntrOlling tendency, 1mmediate deteriorations・ and・ ultimately・ disintegration and decay.一
Ce丸亀i寄寓isto粗ea案田acts.
I. BostonUniversity was the first ever organized in皿and deliberate recognition ofa]l the principles above set forth.
誌器量誌‡蒜護諒蒜紫紫謀議‡諜薄蕊
tu嵩霊露盤盤諸悪詩誌蕊attempt the integration of the highest national f血s and forces of cul-
Certa圭櫨言雷tatls帖ea賞Faets.
蒜岩盤聾誌警護驚霊評語謹縛露盤寵藍
藻藷護欝轟讃藷欝驚
灘蒜認諾篭盤器蒜認諾謹霊謹蒜葦
The surprisingly steady growth of the Universiry is producing grave embarrassments. Additional endowments and
buildings must be had at once. The purpose ofthis announcement is to ask benevolent men and women of means to help
in the good work of enlarging and strengtbening an lnStitution so beneficient in i†s workings, and so representa,tive‘ Of all
that is most precious in the eyes of the American people. Persons mcking their wills are particu]arly invited to remember
the University as libera11y as possible.
′　WHZIAMR WARBB華1辛鍛de帝
12 LSt7merSe仁StreeちBOSTOJV; j勿55.
T乃e J肋edical Studとni.
A FULL AND COMPLETE LINE OF
寧怠U草G‡@盈I亘N$丁BUM且N丁思考
OBS丁ETRICÅL FORCEPS ÅT 20 P且R CEN丁, DISCOUNT FRO舶CÅTÅLOGUE PRIC工S"
Pocket Instrument Cases at 20雁discount from catalogue prices.
Dissecting Cases at 20 % discoし胆t from Catalogue prices・
Buggy Cases at 25 % discou一}t from catalogue prices.
Stethoscopes) Laryngoscopes and Ophthalmoscopes) at Iow net prices.
Hypodemic Syl・inges at 25 % disco一一nt from catalogue prices.
A great variet)' Of Steam and Hand Atomizers.
CODM月N & SHURTLEFF,
SUPER10R SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS’　　　　　　　13 ÅND 15 TR剛IONT STREE丁タBOSTONI MASS.
Gastrtic Derta曳垂erpe蔓ts.
HORSFORD,S ACID PHOSPHATE.
Unlike all other forms of phosphorus in combination? SuCh as dilute phosphoric
acidJ glacial phosphoric acid) neutral phosphate of lime・ hypophosphites, etC.) the phos-
phates in this product are in solution, and readily assimilative by the system, and’it not
only causes no trouble with the digesti‘γe OrganSタbut promotes, in a marked degree?
their healthful action. In certain forms ofdyspepsia it acts as a specific.
DR. H. R. MERVILLE, Milwaukee, Wis., SayS:-``I regard it as valuable in the
treatment of gastric derangements a節ecting digestion."
Send for descriptive circular. Physicians who wish to test it will be fumished a bottle on application)
without expense) eXCePt eXPreSS Charges. Prepared under the directiol- Of Prof二E. N. HoRSFOR。? by the
RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Beware of Substitutes and Imitations.
CAUTION :-Be sure the word “HORSFORD,Sタ,子’js PRINT且D on the label. Å11 othersaI.e SPuI.ious〇
七ノーミ≦-エ寸●宣3「7エヨ工も　ミ!○エーコつ　工事寸　BU工」K_○○--ミラー、J
丁りく爪6dieal S亡udく車
勘bh巌ed BみM揚hケ, jわ徽Nあembe?弓0カタ卿, h`ん∫あe,少寂e緋u勿nt∫ゲ〆he Bo∫tOn Uああer∫勿′ふhool少′ Mをdああe・
Vol.工I工. BOS冒ON, NOV田MB田R 15, 189O.
。丁b6爪6dieal S山d6Dぐ・
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‘ /hep妙er shouh7;e se7Zt Jo THE MEDICAL STUDENT,
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WITH this number the MEDICAL STUDENT begins
its third yearうand those who have lollowed it thus
far in its course will agree that its character has
grown stronger from the first. Many of the hindran-
CeS and p重やudices which naturally appear with a new
enterprise have been known to the STUDENT, and
have been largely overcome by the untiring efL
forts of● the Editors and Busin牟SS Managers. There
is much to encourage the new Editorial Board, Who,
though with some trepidationI Wi11 try to keep up the
PreSent Standard ofthe paper, and, if possible, take
another step upward. It is well knownthat the aim
is not to publish a paper to compete with, Or invite,
the searching criticism of the Iarger medical journals
Ofthe day, but rather to put into the hands ofthe stu-
dents and recent graduates of the Boston University
School o]’Medicine, a PaPer Of interest to themselves,
and one composed largely of their own contributions.
工n some respects it is more di範cult to meet‘ the ap-
PrOVal ofし一nder-graduates) than of those already
launched in professiona1 1ife, and to do this the stu-
dent life quld thought must be infused into the
paper. Such a result is impossible without the
hearty co6peration of all ; eaCh one can do something
toward it. Itmay not be pemitted to all to write
brilliant or original essays. Work upon the critical
analysis of drug provings is interesting, instructive,
much needed, and can be done by those who are not
yet ``grave and reverend seniors.”
When interest壬ng cases come under the observation
Ofstudents, Why should they not share their experi-
ences with less fortunate fellow-WOrkers through the
COlumns of the MEDICAI■ STUDENT? What place is
more fitting, Or What time better than the present, for
trying one’s professiona=iterary wings? What may
not be the outcome of faithful work begun in this
Way? The Editor’s table ought to be crowded with
manuscript, rather than負good intentions.’’ In the
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successful future awaiting the Boston University grad-
uates) many Will be ca11ed upon to prepare important
papers for large medical societies; then with what
gratitude will they look back upon their MEDICAL
STUDENT labors !
The columns ofthe STUDENT are OPen tO all? and
no better place is oifered for the exchange of缶iendly
suggestions or kindly criticism than in its pages. Let
the Editors have the eamest support of the Collegeう
and the literary as well as financial ‘succeSS Of the
STUDENT is assured.
WE are at COllege again・ The four months of
separation make these opening days a period ofde-
1ightful reunion・
.Going the rounds of the class-rOOmS and dispensary
clinics we look with interest for the familiar faces of
the professors and doctors in charge.
Among the students who fill the class-l.OOmS du].ing
lectしIreS? and throng the ha11s between times? We find
a pleasing evolution・ Therearethe ,91,s playing dec-
orously their parts as Seniors. They weartheir new
honors gr2`Cefu11y. The,92’s are makipg their experi-
mental steps as Middlers? With an agreeable conscious-
nessofthe many doors nowopento them・ The ’93,s?
Our large and handsome Junior c】ass, are eVen mOre
welcome) and necessary? and ornamental than their
contemporaries) the new electric cIocks. The ’94’s
are a credit to the college. The t.hol・ough prepara-
tory work they are inal-gurating means a higher grade
throughout the course. The new stl-dents seem busi-
ness-1ike and in eamest. We are glad to bid them
welcome. The faces ofthe graduating class of ’90
aremissedby a11・ It is goodto seea few ofthem
gravitate back occasionally to a Hospital Clinic.
We are pleased to see that Robert, Our truSty janitor,
待stil1 1ives, full ofhis original spirit・’’ Only a few
of the classmates are mlSSlng・ Happy in our re-
union) StrOng in oしIr ambition? Zealous in our workう
we enter upon a grand year of study.
While these and other similar things are t重・anSPir-
1ng ln Ou  midst) We re glad to note that in the
Chinese Empire there is a growing interest il一, and
demand forl HomceOPathic treatment. In a recent
letter to a member of the Faculty? Edna G. Terry)
M. D.’’86, Of T’ien-tSin? the chieftown inthe Tsun
Hua district) gives some facts ofinterest・ Bypersist-
ent e宜bl.tS a dispen al.y has been established) and
more recently a hospital has been built, COntaining a
large surgical wardl WO Smaller medical wards, OP-
erating-rOOm) Waiting-rOOm・ Pharmacy, With numer-
ous smaller rooms for various purposesl thus giving
suitable acco modations for the present work.
While this is but a small beginning,証s one which
wi]l sし一rely lead to excellent results’and it is now a
fact that in China Homceopathy has come to stay? and
is already a succes .
The fouowing is very suggestive: An old lady
taken sick while in Perkin, Wa… unwming to take
the medicine prescribed by a physicianthere’and told
him thatthe medicine givenby Dr・ Terry was仕sweet,
not bitter) WaS gOOd to take) and would qし一ickly
cure),, thus contrasting greatly with his me‘licine.
THE白Eighteenth Annual Amo-1nCement and Cata-
logue,, of the Boston University School ofMedicine,
though appearing a month ]ater than usし1al, makes
our hearts swell with pride. It setsforth the advan-
tages of our College in a most complete and satisfac-
tory manner. In addition to its eight e諦ra pages, it
co-1tail-S eXCellent cuts ofthe Westboro Insane Hos-
pital and its grollnd plans, Ofour new dispensary and
maternity) With a complete plan ofthe interior, and of
the general view of the Massachusetts Homceopathic
工T IS gratifying to observe the progress which
homceopathy is making in our Commonwealth and
throughout the United States. The recent plan of
the Intercollegiate Committee for a fouryears, cou一・Se,
indorsedby the American Institute ofHomceopathy at
its last sess書On? 1S One meeting a long-felt want) aild)
mol・eOVer) Will make a lasting impression on public
OPmlOn COnCeming Homceopathy.
Hospital as it will appear with’the additionb nOW in
process oferection. We have al置・ead)▼ heal・d the new
students inquiring where some of these buildings are`
and we are glad tob  able tQ aSSure them that they
have a more tangible existence than the mere plans.
We have seen no Announcement of any other Medical
College? O錆erillg equa=nducements in lectures and
clinical advantages. The Boston University SchooI
ofMedicjne has al ays been a pioneer in making its
reqし11置・ementS for entrance and graduation of the high-
est standard, and we see this illustrated again in the
speedy adoptions of the resolし1tions passed this yeal・ by
the American Institute fo「  still better preparation・
We note a few changes in the Faculty : A full pro-
fessorship has been confdrred upon Dr. Colby’and
Drs. Packard, Boothby and J. H. Payne are recog-
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nized as assistant professors rather than lecturers.
Dr・ W. S. Smith, though still continuing his lectures
and quizzes, W哩give up his duties as demonstrator
ofAnatomy to Drs・ Powers and Damon. Dr・ F. W.
Halseyl Whose instructive course of lectures has been
noticed in the STUDENT before, is now for the first
time o龍cia11y announced as lecturer upon白Diseases
Ofthe Rectum・’’A new suPject, and one whose need
has Iong been felt? Will be presented by Dr. Gco. B.
Rice in a series of lectures upon Dietetics. Professor
Rockwell has an e億cient assistant in Dr. Geo. E.
MayうWho will give a preparatory course in Physiol-
Ogy and condし1Ct quizzes.
The good news given us ofthe new dispensary is
made better by the sight of the foundation alγeady
laid) and preparations for pushing the work to com-
Pletion. We look with something akin to envy upon
the Students who will profit by this new building? and
only hope it will prove as beneficent in proportion as
the crowded quarters now used. We congratulate
the Faculty upon being represented by this exception-
al catalogue) and also do we most heartily congratu-
late the students who have been influenced by its con-
tents) tO take up their medical studies at the Boston
Univel-Sity SchooI of Medicine・
THB COul・Se in the average medical school is a11 too
chor[ as it is, for the student to obtain as proficient a
knowledge as he should・ The great advance that
these institutions have made in the work required〕 in
the specializing of certain subjects, and in the length-
enitig Of the courses9 is certainly of great value・
But there are still many things left to be desired)
especially as regards the attendance upon lectures,
both by students and lecturers.
IrreguIarity of arrival is pardonable in l busy prac-
titioner, but when there is a persistent cut in a course
oflectures it certainly ca11s for some remonstrance"
Ifthe student is to be expected to take an interest in
his course, ifhe is to do his duty as a physician in af
ter life, it is essential thathemakethe most ofhis med-
ical studies while at college. This carelessness ofat-
tendance is certaillly not conducive to the regard that
a student should entertain for his inst重■uCtOrS. It must
and does result in a neglect that certainly CannOt be
laid at his door alone.
The under-graduate, While taking up new courses,
CannOt PurSue these studies alone, unaided by lectures.
Books are but dry at the best: Still whell they have
been op ned by a skill請hand in a clear and concise
e turel the advantages租re SO great aS tO CauSe Seri-
ous rouble if lost.
WITH the advent ofeach year is seena crowd of
new faces in the couege ha11s? turning their inquiring
eyes in various directions with an uncertainty which
We SO yell remember. The new Junio一● Class is
larger ln number’than any in the college history.
That this is a favorable sign, gOeS Without question.
This class will be the first to enjoy the full benefit of
the new hospital and dispensary, and, With the good
material ofwhich it seems to be composed, mOSt eX-
Ce11ent work may be looked for. Right here a word
Ofadvice may not come amiss. Fewer people break
down from too much studyl than fl-Om the lack of
necessary exercise and recreation ; and the average
S udent, eSPeCially the new, enthusiastic Junior, is
PrOne tO eSChew fresh air and muscular development
as the cold, StOrmy Winter weatherapproaches. And
how well many ofus know the result! the dし11l coIl-
tinし1OuSl headache, the ]oss of appetite, the inability
for concentrated study ! Not every student can attend
a gym asium) Or mingle much in society; buta few
dollars invested in a set of chest-Weights (followed by
their systematic use), a brisk walk daily, and an
occasional refre訪ng concert or lecture, are Within
the reach fall, and are ofincalculable benefit. No
one can or should endure a constant grind over books
and bones.
No student can fail to appreciate Professor Rock-
well,sなft of the new electric cIocks, Which, at nO
Small exp nse) W re Put into the college during the
summer vacati n.　,
Each ]ect re room and ha11 has its own dock, and
all are kept in perfect time by a laige regulator in the
rivate o鯖ce・ Now the bells for lectures are sounded
by them with a precision which puts the old gong to
shame. What a great satisfaction it must be to a
l cturer to.look up a a clock with some degree of
confidence, in tend of making a second inspection or
his watc  t  verify the time! Professor Rockwell
rece ves o。r hea‡空士竺enerOSity.
IN A SICK ROOM.
Invalid-Oh, my friend, yOu are tOO kind to come
and spend he eveni g with me) tllOugh of col軍rSe it
Can be little pleasure to you.
FriendニNonsense ; yOu muSn’t talk like that. Life
isn,t al] pleasure・ We can,t always expect to do
whatwould be most agreeable to us to do. Some
one had to come and see you? yOu know.
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AN ADDRESS TO THE STUDENTS BY THE
DEAN AT THE OPENING OF THE YEAR.
ノ吻′ jシあnゐ-
励u`勿形i∫グBoよtOn (力めer寂y "簿hool ef Mをdあわeト
We come together this moming/to begin a year of
work. To you and to this school) for eighteen years,
I have given the strength of my manhood as found in
life between the ages offorty and sixty ; hence I fbel
that on my part I can call you friends? and trust that
there is a similar feeling existing in your own hearts.
With this roomful of men and women, the thought
comes with overpowering force upon me-the otject
and aims) the hopes) ambitions and expectations which
you hold)-What are you herefor? What are your
ideas ofthe professIOn tOWard which you are aiming?
Is itfor a life ofease and luxury? You were never
more mistaken inyour life ifyou think you will gain
this in the medical′PrOfession. It is a life of toil)
anxiety) Care) WatChfulness) SelfforgetfuIness) and
oftentimes of the greatest fatigue ; mOmmg? nOOn and
night you must be ready to go at the beck and call)
sometimes of patients not so sick as you feel yourself二
You must do it willingly, Cheerfully) nOt grudgingly
Or mOrOSely. Are you doing itfor the honor you will
receive? Any duty well done brings credit with it;
but ifyou fail from any fault of your own) and someの
times from no fault which is avoidable, yOu maV
SeCure lasting disgrace. You have to deal with the
weak, the sick, the nervous’and oftentimes the un-
grateful; and the honor which you feel is your due
will be oftentimes refilS申you. Do you do it for
money? You may secure acompetence) butyou can-
not hope to grow rich in the practice ofyour profession.
If you enter upon this calling from any low or sordid
motive, the sooner you tum from it the happier wi11
itbefor you, and thebetter for the world・ But if
you come with a love ofthe work invoIved) from a
desire to assist your fellows, With a feeling of self二
SaCrifice that wi11 render you competent to its most
arduous tasks’if you have persistency) earneStneSS?
determination and indefatigable powers of work) then
you come a fitting student for the most honorable pro-
fession the world a餓)rds. As the Christ, the concen置
tration of au that is Godlike in humanity) WaS Called
the Great Physician) SO yOu言f fitted to your calling?
shall have occasion t:O eXerCise the noblest qualities of
the human mind-qualities that come next t:O Godli-
ness. All the weaknesses of humanitywill come un-
veiled before you) and to them you must minister・
for them you must be strong) at the same time gentle
and tender as an angel. In hours of the deepest af-
fliction, When death throws its pall over all the loves
arfd a飾 ction, yOu Will stand within the sanctuary.
Think then) nOW) eVery One Of you) if you are fit
t  enter therein. I need not spe壷longer upon this
point? but it i one wh ch must bum into your heart
and be repeated in your mind day by day, SO Iong as
you shall be i  the profession.
We come to-day to speak of some ofyour duties as
individuals and classes. First, aS individual mem-
bers ofthe School: You have duties you are to per-
form in your relations with the school and to the
members of it. The interests ofthewhole Schoolare
the interests ofeach ember of it, and the reputation
which the School has, is reflected back upon every
studen  connected with it) and every physician who
gradua es from t. It is’therofbre’yOur dし一ty tO Sし一S-
tain unsullied the name and character of the School・
You ar not boys or girls any longer: yOu are men
and womenうand have already entered upon the duties
and re ponsibilities of your life. The childish freaks
and oo ish pranks have no place in this temple.
Eamestness) i tegrity) uPrightness) hopefulness) de-
temination? Strength) Vigorl buoyancy and a cheer餌,
genial spirit? a置・e the qualities that belong here. Sad-
nes ’mOrOSeneSS? and lugubrious looks should have
no pl c either in your student life or your later pro-
fessional work. Good order in vour comlng and go-
1ng岬rOmPtneSS in a11 yoし一r SChool dしIties, a quietness
and thor ughness) aS Well as earnestness, in拙youl.
work) Should characterize each and every one of you.
This Year there comes? for the first time? a Class
who enter for the most thorough preparation. They
are to ob ain fundamental branches which have never
be e b en taught in a medical school? and which
will fit them more successfully to go on with their
ol d prof ssional work in the succeeding years.
BioIogy) he knowledge of life’and especially of
human life) St nds at the foundation ofall your work・
To this you must give your careful study・ and while
there is muc  that is doubtful and uncertain, there is
so muc  that is well known and clearly understood,
that not to know it・ Pkces youin the rank of the
ignorant. Zo logy) the various relations of animal
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1ife to the human existence) is of great importance to
you. Then) tOOうyOu are tO entertheMicrocosm? and
With the microscope search for things not revealed to
the naked eye. The last half century) yeal eVen the
last decade, has done mしICh to reveal the hidden to
the eye ofscience・ In this you must leam to do yoし1r
Part? and let your first year glVe yOu eXPerience and
familiarity with the technique of the microscope・
Botany? tOO? is ofgreat importance in opening to your
Vision a knowledge of the most beautrful,Part Of
nature. Its teachings expand the mind and give a
POWer SCarCely found in any other science with which
you have to deal・ In this year you willhavesome
time to give to that glorious reading which shal=ay
the foundation fol. Subsequent knowledge and instruc-
tion・ See to it that this, yOur first, yOur Preliminary
year of medical instruction, is thoroughly improved,
and I have no fear whatever for the years that will
succeed it.
To the second class-tO those who enter upon the
solid wbrk of the profession-1et me say, that unless
yOur WOrk this year is wel】 done, yOu Will always go
halting on through your whole medical life. The
details of Anatomy are imumerable. You cannot言f
you would, COmPaSS them all; but there is al二im-
mense amount of this detail which you can master,
and which will help you in every other department・
Let not, then, a daybe wasted, but carry even further
than the professor accompanies you a knowledge of
Anatomy in al=ts parts and varieties. The bones
- should each and every one of them be so familiar to
youl that thefirst glimpse at one of them, indicates its
Iocation. Of Cuvier it is said, that givehim buta
Single bone, and he would construct the animal in all
its parts to correspo.nd therewith. Yoし1 Wi獲l not all be
Cuviers, but you will be squanderers of your time, if
you do not attain something of his quality. Physi-
oIogy carries with it largely the uses ofAnatomy, and
in the thorough-in some respects I may almost say,
// PrOfound course-tO Which it will be your good for-
// tune to listen. you will not only leam very much, but
I trust gain the power and have the disposition to
make researches in that most i血teresting and valuable
domain ofhuman existence. The microscope be-
comes hel・e yOur greateSt friend a置ld assistant, and
while in your anatomical studiesl it will help you to
the minutest discrimination of histoIogy in PhysioIogy,
it wi11 discover to you the secretions and often lead to
the functions ol the most obscure organs. OfChem-
istry, yOu Will gain that practical knowledge which
w ll come in requisition throughoutyour life. Ofthe
Other branches taught in your class) See that no one of
them is s]igh ed or neglected.
To the third year class) fomerly the middle class,
1et me sayl that fyou have done your work up to this
time l講hfully an  welll yOu Will now find revealed
to you some of the greatest wonders in medicine.
The systemJ When in its perfect condition, is in itself a
paragon of wonder? eVery Part SO intricate and so as-
tonishing. How is itwhen every one of its mi量lion
parts may be deranged by disease, and how compl主
ca ed here becomes t e study. In PathoIogy alone
you have more than you can compass in a life-time,
and you must bebusy indeed, if you can so短gain
the rudiments ofthis science? tO enable you to under-
stand the more common forms of diseaseし　And yet,
here is largely to be found the basis of your future
success. If you are thoroughly conversant with all
the forms of disease, Can detect them at a glance, and
speak with knowledge and certainty regarding them
to your patients and their friends, yOur rePutation and
succ ss is assured. If; on the other hand, yOu gO
blundering al)Out) COn radicting yourself a-1d giving
confused ideas) depend upon it your patients wi11
very quickly apprecia  it. It is this that makes the
di蹄l・enCe between h  scientific physician and the
ignorant charlatan. Stし1dy’then’nOt Only a11 that is
taught in this School, but with your eyes wide open
and your intel]ect sharpened in every way, bring to
bear your best thought and judgment in every case
that comeS before youl Whether in the SchooI or out
ofit. It is in`this place’Where sick people assemble
in such nし1mbers in this Hospital) Where they are to
be seen day afror day’that you must leamull you can
of disease, and clear up) SO far as it can be done, all
the doubts that may al・ise. You come also in this
year to the study ofMateria Medica・ nOt the confused
mass of experiments made by drugs upon the sick, but
a careful, SCieptific study of their e任ects upon the
well. For you) aS Students) i  is important not only
to understandwhat others have done in this work, but
yourselves to make experiments of the influencc of
drugs upon yourselves’and to carefully study their
e錆ects upon the hmnan SyStem Wherever you have an
opportunity ; aS disease is multifom in its character,
so the thousands of drugs produce results cIosely
simulating the disease. The stし1dy ofthese two com-
bined is one of the most interesting, aS Well as most
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important branches of your study. Now, tOO, yOu
coIrie to ¥the study of Su書・gery) and particularly that
part ofit known as Operative Surgery. Yo‘一rknowl-
edge/OfAnatomy has prepared you for all the parts of
the body invoIved ; yOu Will need a busy memoryand
a thoughtful mind to keep fresh before you the an-
atomical relations of these parts which become the
sしr巧eCt Ofoperation・ From this chair you will leam
the essential qualities of the surgeon) and as they are
accomplishments ofvalue in all your positions in life,
you wi11 do well to cultivate them as far as practicable.
The possession of such qし1alities as will make you a
good sし11・geOn? Will go far toward making you an
eminent physician・ Here, tOO? yOu COme into that
realm of the profession in which your future conduct
wi11 be most cIosely watched and sharply criticised)
the department of Obstetrics・ I believe there is no
school in this country which more thoroughly and
carefillly teaches this sut加Ct, and by its practical il-
1ustrations enforces it upon the student) than does this
School. There is no department in which) amOng
physicians generally) there is g'.eater rOOm for criti-
cism or greater lack of ski11 is perceptible. Let not
any graduate ofthis School be guilty of such criminal
blunders as are often to be found ; but if you would
avoid them, yOur WOrk thiS year must be so thorough
and exact that it wi11 carry you a lo11g Way tO SuCCeSS
in thisbranch. Note every word? discuss every point)
stl-dy the best authors and fit yourself. thoroughly in
Obstetrics. The science ofauscし血ation and percussion,
which has been almost e-1tirely developed during the
present century言s one of great imPortance. To
make the ear reveal what tlle eye CamOt discover) is
ofg重eat Value to the diagnostician. Let your ears be
trained’then) aSWe11 as your eye?tO eXaCtneSS and
precision・ Medical Chemistry and the microscope
wi11 be of great value if you butknowhowto use
them aright in clearing up obscure places that wo〇一Id
be wrapped in mystery bu亡for these assistants) Which
you must leam properly to use. With this you can-
no"hink that your ensumg year isto be one of light
or mediocl.e WOrk.
‾To those of the fourth year-the senior class-how
muChthere isto say. To the majority of you this
willbeyour ]astyear in school. Who of you have
done all in your power to fit vourselves for this ]ast
year’s work? You can see now the mistakes you
have made, the time you have lost, the defects in
many ways・ And now with this last year you have
to fit yourself声o stand alone grappling with life and
death. How muchyou havetodo) and the way m
which that work is done? this J;ear wil1 1argely deter-
mine your whole professional career・ There is not a
day, an hol-r) I ma  alm6st saya moment, tO be
wasted. The is not a fact to be neglected, O宣● an
obse vation to be passed by unnoticedうand in the
various studies whichwill be presented to you, nOt
one but will carry matte s of the deepest importance.
There are some here who? having already received
their degree? Still find revealed defects? Which they
come to make up m POSt-gradし裏ate Study. Some of
ol-r brightest ph一丁Sicians have felt that at short inter-
vals it was necessary for them to review their work
and leam a11 hat is new in the profession. And the
profession itself has so rapidly changed in the last few
years. Th  comp t nt physician of ten years agQ言f
he has made no stead progl.eSSうis far in the back-
ground to-day) and yoし一, One and all of you, CamOt
a徹)rd to take an inferior position in the profession, at
least inferior to the one to which the gift Godhas given
you) n itles y u. And it is onlybyconstant and
inte11igent work that you can develop your powers to
their fullest extent. And I may say here one word in
regar  to he devel pment of your powers. Much
hasbeen aid in praise to the -(a11-rOund man),’the
one who knows a little ofeverything and can do well
anything he undertakes. Such a man) nOdoubt, 1n
the medical profession becomes a superior physician)
and皿s his place uccessfully and we11; but the
qしlalities required for is are too vast and numerous
for any one man to attain knowledge in all depart-
men氏of medicine t  their fullest extent. There has
never existed b t one Admirable Crichton, and he died
young. So you? While in your leamingl Should get
the most tho一・ough knowledge possihle of the funda-
mental ranches fmedicine ; yet if you would make
any prog一■eSS in science or in medicine itse埠it is
necessary that you s ould go in some one or another
direction further than the rest of the profession・
Hence has com to be developed within the last
quarter ofa century the various specialties ofmedicine)
and pe重・SOnS become expert in little things which en-
able them o accomplish results that it would be use-
less for an ordinary physician to attempt. Bし一t aS One
needs a thorough foundation education before at-
tempting specialties? SO it is necessa重-y for you to have
in the first place the solid foundation of a general
knowiedge of medicine. Afterward you may deyel-
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op your own peculjar quaIities and gifts, Or yOur Pref-
erences even) in such way as you choose・
I cannot let this occasion go by without a wordin
re]ation to the gigantic strides which this School has
made in the pastyear. As ithas everbeen a leader
in the advancement of medical education, ajld has de-
mande〔沌om year to year higher standards and better
work言ts success has been such, that in manT WayS
it has been an example for other schooIs to copy? and
it is a source ofgI・atifcation to see how marty schooIs
in the United States have, Within the last few years,
adopted the methods∴and principles assumed by this
Schoolat its opening) eighteen years ago. Step by
step we have carried these principles forward from
year to year. The tw。 yearS’course, Which was for-
merlv considered all-Su鋪cient? has developed into the
absolutely requisite three years, graded coしIrSe・
While this School, the first in this country toestablish
the four optional years’coulfe, Which for the last eight
years has formed one of its characteristic features,
has found it so impo一・tant that after the present year’
the four years,grade will be one entirely adopted by
it. The difierence of students in their educational
qしIa捕cations at tl-e Very Start hds proved a great bar-
rier to progress? and in the future this wi11 be largely
obviated by the primary year, in which the imPOrtant
branches’ nn Which subsequent progress depends?
sha11 be studied. These maybe accomplished in col-
legeI university or academy, Or eVen in a private
study) but they must be accomplished in some way or
other before they enter upon the second year of solid
professional study. In more ways than one this has
been a red-letter yea]. tO Our School. TheDispensary
has its foundations broadly and solidly laid, and we
rma)γ hope soot- tO See the supers叫Cture reared t,he一・e-
on. when completed in accordance with its ol.iginal
plan) itwi11 be one of the most complete and valu-
able dispensaries in this country. The Hospital, tOO’
which, from its very begiming) has gone on so pl.OS-
perol-Sly) and which has already made a na-11e and
recol・d for itse量fof wide extent) has this year) for the
safely expect that the benevolenee of the commmity
has not been who11y exhaused in our behalf. Itis for
you? aS Studentsl tO add to the reputation of this
Hospital,.by exhibiting the resul[s of the good in-
struction cceived tl-erein) and by speaking a kindly
word, and l・endering helpful assistance whenever it is
in your power.
These institutions, Which have already done so
much for the School and for the student individua11y,
without which this SchooI would be ofgreatly dimin・・
ished value’have cost large sums of money? Which
have been given by our friends. For the Hospital
alone, Since its commenCement, OVer $500,000, in-
cluding its expenses) has been raised, While this year
alone has added to its funds nearly $300,000. I speak
of this.as showing you what a single branch of this
School has cost’and the expenses of the School in
every direction amount to so mし1Ch that you can
readily believe that the tuitions paid by`yOu are but a
small portion of the sums that are raised for your
bene丘t’Whうle the Faculty, nOW COnSisting ofneal・ly
forty physicians) in the full vigor of professiona1 1ife,
give largely withou  reward for the sl-CCeSS Of the
School andyourbenefit. Let measkyOu if it is not
itlCumbent upon you to一・etuγn SOmething of en-
couragement for this sacrifice on their part, by so im-
proving yolir tim  that you sha11 beco-ne PhysiciallS
ofthe highest rank and docredit to their effi〕rt and to
the institution from whic血you go fol・th? lt is not al-
togetl-er a little learning’ mOre Or less. While
knowledge is of such great importance in the p置-Ofes-
sion which yotl are Seeking) there are othel" qualities
which give stand ng and character to the individual
first time, reCeived the fostering care of the state.
Already the workmen a宣・e bしISy On the foし-ndations of
additional buildings? Which wi11 more than double the
capacity of the Hospital, and makeit still more accessi-
ble and valuable to you. Hardly had the state deter-
mined upon its gift? ere Private charity supplemented
it by a gift still larger) tO SuPPOrt the institution’and
though it will not cover all ourneeds, yetWe may
physician and to the proftssiol一・ You are to take
upon yoしIrSelves t  name of Doctor,-a Wise ‘1-an「
and do you think the timewill ever come When YOu
will all be really entitled to that distinction? Doyou
no  all of you say foolish things? and do foolish acts?
Do you all ofyou seek to guide your feet in the paths
of wisdom? Does your general conduct contain
those qualities which wi11 command the highest re-
spect of your fellows and of theworld戸Ifnot, the
sooner you direct all your thoughts and actions toward
such high purposes) the sooner will you reach that
elevation especia11y r qu site for the Doctor・ I shall
not atthistime ttempt to rehearse all the special
qし一alities desirable for members of oul・ profession’bし一t
later in the eason I shall hope) 1n SOme remarks on
medical ethics声O give you suggestions in regard to
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your most needed acquirements. You all of you un-
doubtedly know what is a composite picture; it is
善業誓書嵩農芸豊嵩嵩器
single individuaI. Now I woしIld like to have from
each and every one of you) the expression of opinion
as to the requisite qualities of the ideal physician.
From these’I think) We Should be able to gain some
idea of what the Doctor should be・
By the generosity of one ofour Faculty’the College
has been supplied with a set ofelectrical cIocks, eaCh
one of which will point out the co一-reCt time. The
lectures should all of them begin promptly on the
hour, When evel・y member of the class should be
quiet-y in his seat, buttime is often lost’Or the first
part of the lecture se'.iously disturbed by students
coming in) three) five or even ten minutes late; this
is disrespectful) alike to your teachers and to your as-
sociates, and detracts so much from the value of the
instruction. It is often extremely d触cult for a busy
practitioner to always arrive at the appointed hour’
but I know that great sacrifices are oftell made? for
youl・ Sakes, and it is but due him’When he has made
sしICh sacrifice) that you should make your greatest
e飾ort to be pl・eSent at the time appointed・ The hours
for the lectures, yOu Will find upon t.he order of
lectu〇・eS ; and though these mayPbe changed somewhat
to convenience individual cases, and to meet the
wants of the students) yet yOu Wi11 understand how
di缶cult it is when so many persons are invoIved to
make the arrangements convenie【lt tO eVery One, and
we may be obliged to sacrifice personal convenience
to the good ofthe whole..
、I have never commenced the school year with such
an assured con丘dence of its great success as at the
present time) and if you wi11 but faithfu11y do your
dし1ty) I can answer for the faithfulness of the Faculty)
and we will count 1890-’91, aSthe best and most
memorable year of the School.
EMBRYOLOGY AS AN AID TO THE OB-
STETRICIAN.
GRACE MARVIN, M. D., ’90.
land andAmerica have since tl]en been engaged in the
ful・ther luc dation of thi  su十重ct, Which is a白dim,
halfobscured picture of the parent form of each great
anima] class."
Coincident with and depe11dent upon this advance
in EmbryoIogy) WaS the high position taken bv Ob-
stetrics) a branch of medicine which) PreVious to this
century? had been mostly practiced by people unversed
in anatomical and physioIogical knowledge.
The obstetrician should be acquainted with the
StePS in the development of the o6sperm) in order to
understand the normal conditions ofpregnancy and
labor.
Aberrations in the process of development) give rise
to abnormalities which may necessitate interference
with he progress of gestation) for the sake of the
inother, Or the perfomance of surgical operations on
the delivered child. EmPryoIogical knowledge is of
great assistance to the obstetrician in making the
diagnosis and prognosis of such conditions) and this
knowledge is to be obtained by studying in detail the
arious cell chang s occurring in the ovum after fdrtil-
ization.
1t was possible to approximate the earliest changes
transpiring in the human ovum by investigations on
eggs of creatures of a lower order) after the discovery
by Von Baer) in 18271 that man had his origin in an
egg・ This discovery was an event of such momentl
that Agassiz) in his essay on classification) WrOte that
白the un versal p esence of eggs in all animals) and the
unity oftheir structure) COnStitute in my opinion the
greatc‘St discovery in natural scienceof modern times.,,
From this investigation it is learned that the o6sperm
PaSSeS through the stages of (1) Segmentation, (2)
Fomation of blastodem, (3) Separation ofblasto-
derm into three Iayers. From these three layers oc-
curs he白process ofdi節erentiation by which the
primitively similar parts of the living body become
more and more unlike one another.タ,
EmbryoIogy) a Study白second in value to none
throughout the whole range of natural history了had
acquired) in 1850) from the marked discoveries of the
twenty previous years and from the improved facili-
ties for microscopical work, a Sure POSition in bio-
logical science) and eminent men in Germanyl Eng-
From the outer layer〕 Or ePiblastl are developed the
epidermis) SeCretOry Cells of cutaneous glands) hairs?
nails ; nerVe Cells of brain, SPinal cord and nerves;
子etina? lens of eye? ePithelium of mouth) nOSe and
From the inn r layer, Or hvpoblast, are derived the
cells of theal mentary tract (except in the mouth and
anus), and the parenchymatous cells of those organs
or ed as diverticula from the alimentary tract・
From the middle layer? Or meSOblast) develop the
osseous, muSCular, VaSCular, Cartilaginous and con-
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nective tissues ; rePrOductive glands and the kidneys.
Having traced the development of these layers into
the di無3rent OrganS and tissues’the student is better
prepared to accept the theories advanced as to the
cause ofdefoI・mity in the new bom, and to contradict
the superstitious oplm0nS Of the laity, Who charge
evel・y ulluSual appearance in the child, tO SOme Pre-
natal impressibn received by the mother.
Some of the deviations正om the normal mode of
development) Which the obstet一・ician often meets’and
their probable causes) are Of interest.
Early in fdra=ife (fburth day in chick) vesicles are
glVen Off from the fore-brain, Which press forward
almost to the extel.nal epiblast〕 them doubling back-
ward into the cavityl already fomed by these ouト
growthsI SeCOndary two-Walled vesicles, Called the
optic cups) are made. The epiblast of the optic cしIP
gives iise to the retina. At the salne time the lens is
fomed by a thickening of the epiblast in front of the
most prominent part of the secondary optic vesicle.
Should the primary optic vesicle fail to appear or
should the secondary optic cup not be formed, there
would result a case of anopthalmos.
In the process of inversion to form the secondary
optic vesicle’a reCeSS is left in the lowerwall through
which mesoblast enters the cavi†v of the vesicle with
blood vessels. If this recess should fail to become
obliterated) the conditio11 known as coloboma would
fb1low.
A portion ofthe mesoblast also becomes converted
into a vascular caps11le which surrounds the lens and
forms the membrana pupillaris)白which between the
seventh flnd eighth months begins to disappear by
gradual absorption from the center toward the circum-
ference, and at birth only a few fragments remain.
It is said sometimes to remain permanent) and pro-
duce blindness.’’
Before tlle third week in fetal life, the buccal cavity
is formed by an involution of the epiblastic layer of
the blastoderm. This pit is at firstseparated from the
foregut) but gradl-a11y the partition is abSOrbed and
the mouth becomeS COntinuous with the pharynx・
Occasionally this opening does not occur声nd opera-
tive measures are called for to relieve the condition.
The anしIS is fomed by a like pitting in of the epi-
blast, and should the septum between this pit and the
hindgut not disappear) a defomity known as imper-
forate rectum would ensue.
The amnion, Which is the innermost envelope of the
細tus? is lined by cells) developed from the epiblast.
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Pathologic l conditions ol this structure arise. The
amniotic cavity contains a fluid which is derived either
from the mother or ftetus, Or from both; in this fluid
the f定tus is protected from jars, an eVen temPerature
is maintainedl a11d movement is permissible. At the
elld ofpregnancy the liquid amounts to one or two
pints. If  during the p riod of growth of the embryo)
an undue accumulation ofliquid should occur, either
from an increase in the secretion or failure in ab-
sorptionl muCh danger would be caused the child・
This condition is known as hydramnion.
If the amniotic cavity contains too little fluid) bands
ofadhesion a書・e formed between the membrane and
fetus, With resulting deformity to the child・
At the third Week ofembryonic life, fbur clefts ap-
pear at the side ofthe neck of the fdrus] and the tis-
su。 b。 Ween the clefts bulges out and foims what are
called the bra重1Chial arches. In man these clefts, eX-
cept the first) Which aids in the formation of the ex-
ter事lal auditory m atus) tymPanic cavity and eusta-
chian tube? disappear at the second month・
From the first arch) PrOCeSSeS are given off on both
sides which extend upward and unite with the frontal
processI Which is生proIonged downward and forward
from middle of e base ofthe skし11l.’’ By this
un on a partition is formed between the nasal and
buccal cavities.
The hard palate should be dosed at theeighth week)
but if’for some unknown reason) there should be an
arrest of the proc ss of apposition? an OPening of
greate  r less siz  would be found in the roof of the
mouth’COmmunicati g with the nasal cavity. The
bony u ion may be perfect’WIlile the soft parts
anteriorly fail to adhere) When there would result hair
lip・
負The condition known as cervical丘stula, is due to
the imperfect cIosure of some one or other branchial
cleft behind t.he first.’’
Spina bifida results f om the failure of union of one
or mo e of the arches of the vertebral column: A
tumor, large or small, Pr句ects posteriorly from one of
the regions of the spinal column・ COntaining subarach-
n idal鼠uid and sometimes nerves. The prognosis in
sし1Ch cas s is’With rare exceptions) unfavorable.
If he lower half of the abdominal vJalls does not
unite, the bladder is forced by the pressure of the
viscera, from the abdominal cavity) and forms a tumor
just above the symphysis pubis. This condition is
found most frequ ntly in males) and can usually be
remedied by surgical interference.
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The bladder is formed by an enlargement of the
proximal end ofthe allantois. Normally tyle POrtion
of the allantois above the bladder becomes cord-1ike
before the end of fietal life’but待it occasionally re-
mains patent in the adult) COnStituting a well-known
malformation. ,)
From the mesoblast in the regionofthe pha'.ynX Of
the fetus) tWO ridges of cells arise on either side of
the median line・ They become ho11owed ollt and
unite into a central tube which receives two arteries
andgives ofl、posteriorly two vessels-Veins・ This tube
or heartbecomes partitioned off into露⊃ur Chambers
and gradua11y settles into the thorax.
A cyallOtic condition in the new-bom babe? indi-
cates some abnormality at the center of circulation.
The malformation is dし1e tO :
1. Arrested development early in f宙a=ife, SO
lthat the organs remain rudimentary.
2. Arrested development ata mo(e advanced stage
when the cavities) SePta and vessels? though incom-
Plete? are Partially fomed・
3・ Malpositions of the parts ofthe heart oro† the
vessels in immediate relation with the heart.
A doub e vagina or uterus is fol・med if the coales-
cing walls of the M皿erian ducts do not atrophy.
The ovary? descending to its position in the pelvis,
may pass thl・Ough the inguinal canal to the labium ma-
jorum, aS  the case ofOldham・
The testicles, Which should at birth be found in the
scrotum’SOm times fail to descend or are found in
Scarl)a’s triangle or in the perine`一m.
As the testicle descends into the scrotum, it pushes
befo  it a pouch of peritoneum which forms the
tunica vaginalis. This peritoneum may leave an
opening at the intel.Pa】 ring, through which so細ne
part or the intestine may make its way’CauSing a
hemia.
There a e many other forms of anoma]ieswhich the
obstetricianダill meet・ due to some il叩erfection in the
process of development) and on account of which life
will be impossible for the child・
After having l amed the reasons embryoIogy glVeS
for the origin f these malformations, there sti11 re-
mains the question) What should cause the arrested
From a report of one hundred and sixty-tWO CaSeS
Ofcyanosis) Dr. Smith decides that some malfoma-
tion ofthe pulmonary artery caused one-half of the
cases. The artery being either wanting or its calibre
wholly or partially obstructed) Perfect oxygenation of
the venous blood is impossible. With this condition
the)・e is usua11y found an imperfect cIosure of the
interauricular septum, an OPening remaming, COrre-
sponding to the foramen ovale.
The segmental organs) three masses of mesob!astic
cells) are Placed along the primitive vertebral columnう
and their dし1CtS are early formed in fo3ta1 1ife and play
an important part in the development of the genito-
urinary organs. The upper body or head kidney is
foundbelow the heart, and is ofshort duration. From
it extends the M屯llerian duct.
The median or Wol億an body is situated below the
diaphragm) andfrom it are pinched off portions which
develop into ovaries or testicles・ The duct from this
body opens with the Mullerian duct into the cIoaca.
The lowerportion gives rise to触e kidney) and the
ureter developing from belowうOPenS into it・
In the female the M創lerian ducts in their lower
part unite and form the uterus andvagina. Separated
above, a duct on either side foms a Fallopian tl-be.
development?
Dr. Smith s ys了the theory that vivid mental圭m-
pressions e perienced by the mother during gestation,
may arres or re-1der abnormal the development ofthe
fetus? aPPearS tO be ully established by clinical ob-
s vation,,, and then ci-es a CaSe Of a woman, tWO
months pregnant, Who br ke the plate to her set of
upp r teeth) and being obliged to keep them in her
mouth for a day o'- tWO) Su鯖ered great annoyance.
Seve  months latel・ She gave birth to a child who had
a cleft palate ``which corresponded precisely with the
location ofthe fracture in the plate.,, And yet if the
child had developed normally) the palatal processes
would have been u ited at the time of the nervous
trial to the mother) and this shock could hardly have
caused them tO SeParate.
The mental condition of the mother) undoubtedlyl
hasmuch to do with the nutrition of the fetal cells?
but the cause and sequence of many of the cases
of deformity reported) due to maternal impres-
sions, are tOO unSCien舶c to be received with credence.
The cause is mysterious and inexplicable.
When embryoIogists are able負to disting`lish in the
embryo ofthe foし一rth day’this is a Whig, and that a
Free-SOiler,,, as Emerson predicts? then this question
may be soIved・
Bles ed is the man who makes his mistakes early in
In the male the epididymis’its canal and the vas一虚器嵩em and puts vaselilleOn the sore places、
deferens are developed from the Wol鯖an duct・
¥
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DIAGNOSIS OF EAR DISEASES.
AUGUST A. KLEIN, M. D.’’82.
Re乱d before the Hahnemann Society in 1883; re-Written and pub-
1i畠血ed by request.
In my clinic at the Dispensary of the Boston Uni-
VerSity SchooI of Medicine I proceed in the following
First I enter in the records the patient’s name, reSi-
dence, age and business. When speaking to the pa-
tient I take notice ofhis hearing ability. This may
be normal, Or he may hear only wh6n speaking in a
loudvoice. I am careful that the patient does not
See the movementsofmy lips, and if the patient is
hard of hearing I make him stand some distance正om
me and speak in a whisper? medium or very loud(
voice; then I speak ffom various directions to see ifl
his hearing is normal in regard to the direction of
SOund. When speaking to a patient? WOrds only should
be used Ior testing purposes, aS he might guess
such words ot a sentence as hedoes not hear. Before
testing with watch and tuning-fork I first inspect the
- First, With the patie一}t Seated near a window, I ex-
amine the auricle and meatus as far as possible. By
Pu11ing on the auricle any tenderness in the meatus is
detected. I next inspect the post.aural region) PreSS
upon the mastoid process and othe一・ parts ofthe tem一
POral bone. A glahce at the parotid and cervical
glands completes external inspection・ I ask the pa置
tient to sit with the healthy ear toward the window,
andthe a鯖ected one toward me. I take a silver
SPeCulum of the proper size? Warm it by holding it in
my hand and introduce it with a rotary motion into
the canal. Then with a conca‘e mirror, 2彩inches
in diameter) having a_central opening and arranged
to be attached to a head-band or a handle, reflect the
light from the wjndow into the meatus and look
through the opening ; in order to see wel=t is neces-
around the patient? give him the ear-Pan tO hold with
the hand opposite the a鱈ected ear) then糾the syringe
With water) the temperature of the hand) and l脆ing
the auricle upward and backward with the middle
and index fingers of the left hand) the little丘nger
being placed above the ear for support and the
thumb as a support最〕r the syringe) Placing the noz-
Zle ofthe syringe as deep as possible into the meatus,
I direct the stream ofwater to the side of the canal.
This will cause the water to whirl around and loosen
the plugat the sides. The stream should never be
direct6d toward the membrane? aS it maybe ruptured ;
many chronic ear diseases are the dil・eCt reSult ofbad
Sary tO Straighten the canal by l掘ng the au置・icle up-
ward and backward. Often the canal is so nal・rOW
that it requires a very small speculum to see any pa置・t
ofthe membrane. Ifhair obstructs the view I cしIt it
ofI or sti6k it to the side ofthe meat:uS With vaseli11e.
Ifear-WaX Obstructs the view I remoTe it in the fol_
lowingmanner: Ifthe wax is ,dark, hard and dull
looking) I order a mixture of R. sodii bi置Carbonl gr.
20, glycerine　5i, Water gi, tO be dropped into
the earfourtimes a day. This wi11 soften the wax,
and it can easily be removed. Ifthe wax is soft, Ofa
light coIor, remOVe it at once. I place a rubber sheet
Syrlngmg. I always follow a syrmglng With an in-
flation) and a plug ofcotton to be kept in the meatus
for a day・ After removal ofthe ear-WaX I examine
thewallsofthe meatしIS. Ifthe view of the mem_
brane is obstructed by polypi I l.emOVe them with a
POlypus snare・ Polypi grow from the mucoし一S mem-
brane ofthe canal and are usually ofthe SOft variety・
In removmg a POlypus I proceed in the following
manner: Having ascertained the size and consist-
ncy ofthe growth by means ofa probe, I drop a 5%
SOlution of cocaine into the ear言11uminating the canal
Well with a head-mirror? PaSS the snare carefully
around the tumor) Pull on the ring to which the snare
is attached? and the operation is over・ The bleeding
is stopped with a plug of cotton・ Afferward I syr-
inge the meatus first with clean water) fo11owed by
a solution of hydrarg. bichlor・ 1 :1000 ; then take a
SOft piece of wood, dip it into nitric acid and touch
the stし1mP With it・ After thatI give the patient an
inflation so as to force all the discharge out of the
Canal; take some absorbent cotton, dip it into the
COrl.OSive sublimate solution) and remove any dis-
Charge that might be left. After drying the meatus I
blow some iodoform into it ahd plug wjth cotton. If
a polypus is of a fibrous variety I cut it outwith a
pair of scissors made for tllat PurPOSe.
Should I find any foreign body in the extemal
Canal I remov it with the ear-hook and forceps? Or
SyriI}ge it oしIt. It may become necessary to attach
the foreign subst nce with glue to a p量eCe Of wood
and thus remove it. Ifan insect crawIs into the mea_
tus I d own it by pou重.ing olive oil into the canal, and
remove it after it has been killed.
The meatus is often filled with discharge, Obstruct-
ing the view ofthe membrane. The discharge may
be watery, muCOuS, murO-Puru】ent, Purulent, Sanious,
and pureblood. In ecze【na Or the meatuS the dis一
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charge is often watery. A soft) yellowish white mix-
ture o士serum, PuS, WaX and sebaceous matter is found
in acute dematitis. A fedd) Cheesy? gray) dirty
mass mixed w王th threads of epithelium and wax is
found in chronic dermatitis. A sanguinous discharge
may be found in phlegmanous in鼠ammation of the
Canal, tymPanum, neCrOSis ofbones. Pure blood
may indicate injury to any part of canal, tymPanum,
and labyrinth. It may also be found in fevers・ Syr-
inging with borax water will usually remove a11 dis-
Charges, but in many cases this can not be resorted
to. In such cases I wind absorbent cotton around the
end of a probel leavingthe cotton half an inch beyond
the tip ; dip this into a corr. sublimate solution and
cleanse the meatus.
’ Having now cleared the way to the membranatym-
Pani or ear-drum, I Iook for t±le PreSenCe, absence or
displacement ofthe ossicles. In health the yellowish
White handle (manubrium) of the malleus curves
from the sh6rt process slightly backward and down-
Ward, and at its end is the apex of the light triangle,
the base ofwhich rests upon the lower anterior bor-
der of the membrane.
With any disease, misplacement or absence ofthe
OSSicles this triangle becomes altered, Or lost. Hav-
ing satisfied myself ill regard to the ossicles, I consider
the shape of the membrane. In health its shape
Varies according to age. In infantsit is very oblique)
in adults inclined forward, downward, inward. It is
OVal and depressed like afunnel・ The color also var-
ies according to age; in infants it is almost violet,
While in adults it is pearlish gray; also the kind of
light emp宣oyed will influence the coIor・ In old per-
sons a white circle is轟)und around its border and is
Ca11ed arcus senilis) like thatofthe comea. Ahealthy
membrane always has a lustre and no blood vessels
are prominent. In hyperzemia an injected vessel runs
by the side‾of the manubrium extending above the
Short process. In inflammation of the membrane
(myringitis) it becomes bulged outward, the manu-
brium and triangle disappear, and is red all over. In
atrophy it looks like chamois skin) has a white bor-
der and a thin bluish white center. In hypertrophy
the whole membrane looks dirty white) OPaque. Per-
forations may be so small as to Iook like black or red
SPeCks on its surface) Or SO large that only a small
rim is left汗hey may be linear) rOundタheart shaped・
In larger perforations the red su正e・Ce Of the tympanic
CaVity may be seen) and ifthe ossicles aIso have dis-
appeared the foramena ovale and rotundum) the pyra-
mid and promontory. Although only a small part of
the membrane may be present) it may grow agaln・
Scars may be recognizedby a white glistening appear-
ance. Ca cifications may look granular or may take
a11 kinds ofshapes; they are a dull white) but some-
times glisten; When ouched with a probe thev feel
hard. Som times abscesses oll the inner surface of
the membrane may cause yellowish white spots)
CauSed by pus shining through the membrane. Pus
in the ‘tymPanic cavity may also cause sacculated
bulgings of he membrane) eSPeCially if the membrane
Should be adherent to the postel・ior wan of the tvm-
Panum. Granulations may be red) yellowish white
O  like the nomal membrane ; blisters may be recog-
nized by the transparent appearance of the epidemic
layer and less sacculated in form. Abscesses cause
SWelling of the surrounding membrane) are Very Sen-
Sitive to the touch  look red and glistening before
PuS is fo一・med・ Sometimes polypi grow upo-1 the
Surface of the membrane apd a一・e easily recognized.
工n order to ascer a n th  mobility of the memb宣・ane
and ossicles and to diagnose adhesions’I make use
OfSeigel’s speculum) by alternately exhausting alld
CO PreSSillg the air in the extemal meatus. The
mbrane moves out.ward and inward) While the
m叩ubrium wings backward and forward like a pen-
dulum. In ad esion  only such parts move as are
not adherent. Small adh sions are easily broken up}
by the use ofSeigel,s speculum? and small perforations
Of the m mbrane can be recognized by the air bubbles
Or muCuS PaSSing through them when the air is ex-
hausted from the meatus・ Having now thoroしIghly
xamined the external and middle ear, I examine the
th at and mouth. I  cllildren I depress the tongue
With my finger) While in adults I use a tongue de-
P SSer. In the phamyx I may find abscesses’in-
flammation, Catarrhal sec].etions. The soft palate
may be i flamed) Paralyzed or show imperfections)
abscesses) ulcers ; the to調sils may be so swollen as to
OCClude the mouths ofthe eustachian tubes ; Carious
teeth may often be the cause ofsevere earache. The
nose comes in next for its share of inspection ; POlypi
Often grow i the nose and interfere with hearing・
After thorough inspection ofthese parts I test the
Permeability of the eustachian tube. To do this an
auscultation tube, an euStaChian catheter and Po]itzer,s
air bag ar  needed. The aしISCuItation tube is sim一
Ply a piece of rubber tubing? With an ear piece
at each end. T e patient takes a sip of water
and holds it in his mouth until I tell him to
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swallow it. Ithen let him hold one end ofthe aus-
Cし一1tation tube in his ear, and the other end I place in
my own ear) the nose piece of a Politzer air bag is
Put into one of the nostrils, that is, On that Side at
Which the earis to be tested, the air bag is com-
PreSSed and the patient swallows the water at the
Same time. Ifthe parts are healthy and no obstruc-
tion exists in the eustachian tube a soft breeze is
heard like白whoo’’; if the tube is obstγuCted no sound
is heard・ In adhesions the白whoo’’sound is pre-
Ceded by a hissing sound. If mucus is present in
the tube or tympanum it will cause a crepitation; if
the mucus is thin the crepitation is quick and clear;
ifthe mucus isthick the sounds are sIow and dulL
A d一-y COndition ofthe tympanum or anchylosis of
OSSicles causes a cracking sound. Ifno sounds at all
are perceived by this method it will become necessary
to‘ introduce the eustachian catheter. This is either
Silver or rubber. The patient is seated against the
Wall to give a support to the occiput, the tip ofhis
nose is lifted up with the left hapd, in the right hand
the catheter is held like a pen,beak downward・
it gently along the floor of the nose, keeping詰肯
the side ofthe septum. Should any obstruction ex-
ist I withdraw the catheter and insert a Smaller one.
I push it along until it comes to a fil’m reSistance ; Witl十
drawingit about halfofan inch andtし1rning the ring up-
Ward and outward, I te11 the patientto swallow, and if
everything works well the mouth of the catheter
Will slip into the orifice of the eustachian tube. The
Size of the catheter has to be chosen according to
the age of the patient and the capacity ofthe nose.
After the catheter is in place it is held in posi-
tion by the patient, a rubber tube is attached to it,
and thisto aPolitzer air bag. Bougies are some-
times needed for strictures of the eustachian tube.
These are made of whalebone or catgut; the
length ofthe catheter used is marked on the bougies
and they al●e PuShed thl’Ough the catheter ; in ordel・ tO
reach the tympanic cavity, they must be pushed about
2 m. m. beyond the catheter; but itis best only to
PuSh them about 17‘ m. m. as they might irjure the
ossicles.
Having inspected the extel・nal alld midd1e ear,
the mouth, Pharynx, nOSe, and auscultated the
eし1StaChian tube and tympanum, I proceed to test the
petient’s hearing with the watch and tuning fork・
(○○膿E C〇㍍T工N口ED,)
白工s your son doing anything for himSelfnow, Bar-
kins?’’白Oh yes. Georgetieshisowncravats now.’’
SCIENCE AND MATERIALISM.
Materialism is weal・ing the doakofscience. Many
SO-Called scientists, While they are honestly and dil主
gently seeking foI“ truth, are becoming materialists,
and thrOugh this depIorable fact are failing to grasp
and understand he true significance of many so-Called
Phe-10mena・ The action and e錆tct of medicine are
Phenomena. Scientists say that unIess the presence
Ofa drl-g Can be demonstrated to man’s very limited
SenSeS? by microscopical and chemical analyses? Or
by the various白scopesう’’it is folly to belie‘γe that any
medicinal action c  take place・
This has reference to the question of potency? and
whyatthis time? Bec use a number of students
are just begin一一i g the study ofMateria Medica声nd
taking their f rst nameless dose of thel・aPeutics) Which
at imes h s rather a bad taste, due to an element of
matel・ialism’and even t e term scle7ZCe aS an elixir
fails to disguise t e bittemcrss. It is well to knoW
that there is a li[tle medicine lPreSent. Certainly ; bし一t
does one know any more about the quantity neces-
Sary for the desired result after he has beell tOld that
a hundr d times o=nOre? He who can tell a= about
the p ant) from its seed to its flower) CamOt Change
its properties) nOr tell whence they come; neith-
er can he ell what it is in the plant that does not die,
When it is tom fi.om its mother earth and laid upon
the sh lfto wilt and wither, nOrhowfromthedead ( )
dried leaves and oots spring the life and elements
S Ored there by nature) that individualize the plal-t)
and by wh ch it may be recognized as the one gather-
ed several seasons ago.
Yet such learned men attempt to pしIt a limit upon
that life which they neither understand nor appre-
Ciate. How isthis arl・ived at? Very easily indeed?
by scientific (?) means ; that is, the imperfect senses,
aided by most delicate scient航c apparatus) have estab-
1ished the limit; but no o`1e Should stop there and
think the limit is reached; he has onlyjust beg1置n・
Noman, livingordead, hasbeenable to set a limit on
any of Nature,s forces) and wherein do they exist
more potently than in her medicinal agents. It is a
Certainty that needs l-O P一・OOfbeyond clinical exper-
ience) that a liquid diluting a soluble drugl reCeives
the impress on of its qualities or properties by its
PreSenCe. Whether a part of that dilution will eflect
a change in the system depends upon the sensitive-
ne s of the patient and its adaptability. Many inter-
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esting experiments could be cited proving the action
of drugs on the human.organism) COnVeyed to it by
touch, by its pl.eSenCe in the room,and by electricity.
Spacewill a=ow ofonly one ortwo・ In 1849) Prof.
J. R二Buchanan, then professor ofPI」ySi61ogy at the
Cincimati Eclectic Medical Institute, demonstrated
the extreme sensitiveness of many tO drug action, by
placing in the hands of students various medicines,
envelope‘=n paperl SO aS tO be `lnknown to them ex-
cept by their medicinal e節ects) COnSisting gellerally
ofemetics and cathartics. In several instances when
an emetic was the drug ofexperiment) the individual
was able to avoid vomiting only by suspe【lding the
experiment. As the professor says:生There is an
analogy to these experiments) in the we11 known fact
that medicines placed in contact with the skinl eS-
pecia11y upon the epigastriuml are Capable of produc-
ing their us`lal influence upon the individしIal.,タ
It has aLIways been supposed that in such cases a
partial absorption occurred) and the medicine thus
bl・Ot-ght into actual contact with the nerves. In these
experiments) On the other hand) it is demonstrated
that no sし1Ch absorption or contact was necessary, and
that‾ the interposition of paper between the medi-
cinal substance and the hand or cuticle, did not pre-
vent the physioIogical impression. Pro書二McPherson
recently reported some experiments in Great Britain
in sme】l and taste.　One hundred were selected,
sixty males and forty females) from apothecal・y StOreS)
because the sense of smell is particularly cultivated in
that profession・ Drugs with powerful odors were
diluted until it seemed imPOSSible for any ofthe scent
to remain. The men wel・e nearly twice as sensitive
as the women, SeVeral detecting prussic acid in two
million parts ofwater. Scents were then diluted and
sprayed into a room containing 9000 cubic feet ofair・
Several detected a three hundred milliol-th part ofa
grain of chlorophenall and a thousandth p:lrt Of a
grain of mercaptan was at once recognized・ These
human senses were more sし1btle than the spectro・
scope. The women were found far superior to the
men,高he重1 the experiments in tastewere made. Forty
of the women col]ld taste one part in a million, Of
qmmne) Which not one of the sixty men could do.
If one gets the expected and desil・ed results from a
medicinel nO matter What potency it is? is itscientific
to say that it was not the medicine? because it was
not visible nor palpable? What istobe done with
these seemingly impossible facts? Is it righ=o laugh
at them, Call them absurd and void ofany truth, Sim-
Ply beca‘lSe they don’t appeal to the judgment, Or
What some are pleased to call good sense? No; On
the contrary, aCh one ought to reserve his decision,
listen with reverence to all men) PurSue his studies
With an honest, unP重弓udiced mind・ Old truths will
be viewed from o血er p emises, the horizon is sure to
bro den. No one sh uld be an extremist nor a man
Of one idea, but should stl・ive to get away from the
ShoreタOut illtO the stream that will carry him to that
Sea Of knowled  which will make him a better man
a d a better physicうan.
HOM(EOPATHY IN ALABAMA.
A. M. DUFFIELD, M. D・, ’85.
As the su可ect of medic =egislation in this country
is the leading topic of discussion in the PrOfession to-
day言t may be of inte est to the γeaders of the MEDI-
CAL STUDENT tO hear something concerning the con-
dition of the Hom eopathic school in the sumy South.
Here the attention, nOt aloneol the medical profdssion,
but of all th  world, is being attracted bv the vast
mineral resources) SuPPlemented by a timber and lum-
ber重・egion almo t inexhaustible・ But more particu-
1arly on h  su申ect of medical practice, there is no
more at ractive fie置d op n to members of the profds-
sion. This statement is not made at random, but
after hav g s en more than halfofthe United States
a  the m thods of practice in various sections, both
North nd South.
The outlook dt PreSent for the state of Alabama is
Very租attering. Millions of northem capital are being
invested there yearly, and the growth of large and im-
PO tan  Cities is phenom nal・ Where there was a town
Of three or four hundred people only a few years ago,
ow s v ral thousands of active inhabitants can be
found, and where land was wo一・th a dollar and a
quarteran acre? nOW it is quoted at dolla]-S by the
front foot. Immigration is being encouraged and in-
dustries are sprmglnguP ln eVery City, Which had never
een ought practicable before. With these facts in
View it wi11 be seen that where the larger number of
PeOPle are) there m e physicians will be needed to
attend o their wants, and when it is taken into con-
Sideration that there are but nineteen Hom《∋OPathic
Physicians in the state? against hundreds of the old
SChool, One WOuld be led to inquire for the reason.
It is this : Heretofore Alabamahas been a cIosed state
to all so-Called白irregulars,’’which appellation applies
to all who do not wear the colors of Allopathy and
bear a hypodermic syringe as the emblem of authori-
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ty over mortality. By the term closed is meant that
all avenues ofapproach to the practice of medicine in
that state have been jealous】y guarded by the strin-
gent and one-Sided laws forced throしIgh the legislatし1re
by untiring zeal and lobbying.
Anticipating that if Homceopathy should become
rooted in their midst it would become a veritable
thistle in its g一・OWth and selfLprotectionl they framed
such lawsasseemed sure to give them all power of
state legislation in medical matters. Having gained・
a strong point in that direction? they proceeded to se-
cure laws for一・eStricting the privilege of practicing
medicine to such applicants as should pass a rigid
examination at their hands, reSerVing the right to re-
ject the applicants not meeting with their approval.
To a thinking person it is very apparent that very
few woし11d have taken the chance of traveling many
hundred miles to pass an examination before those
who are strongly pr匂udiced against Homceopathy
and would wan吊o白keep the rascals out.,, Now the
cIoud is lifted, the sun shines on al1 4athie5 alike for
the presentl for by the decision of the Supreme Cotlrt
in the case of Brooks vs. State of Alabama last fall,
any graduate of a l・eCOgnized medical college can
practice in the state by simply registering his di-
1〕1oma j↑1 the Probate Court of the county in which
he locates.
Now is the time to enter while the portalsareopen・
How Iong this j`lStice will be dealt out impal’tially is
a quesしion) for the enemy have not lost courage ; they
are only letti11g their powder dry and getting rations.
Cil-CしIlars have been issued to au good白regular’’phy-
sicians requesting their influence o11 the legislators
from their districts to pass any and all bi11s that may
be presented by the State Society. Work is now pro-
gressing in the e範brt to put up another barricade to
defend A11opathy) bしIt it is thought to be far from an
easy matter) aS the public is becomillg aWakened
from its Iong lethargy and asking what it all means.
It is proposed to infom them as soon as possible.
The fall months are the best for taking up a loca-
tion in the Southl that a good start may be made be-
fore spl・ing) by which time one becomes in a degree
打cclimated・ The country is as a rし'le healthy, eXCePt
the malaria in the lowlands, but with the hills of the
noI.thern part of the state almost any climate may
be foし1nd.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE RED RIVER
VALLEY.
ITS CLIMATE, THE INFLUENCE OF THE CLIMATE ON
DISEASE) AND THE REMEDIES APPLICABLE TO THE
CLIMATE.
S. W. RUTLEDGE) M. D.
GRAND FORKS) NORTH DAKOTA.
PA」分T L
¥The Red Ri er vall y) aS many Of the readers of
his article may know, is in reality 7ZOl a valley, bl-t a
level plain rom 40 to lOO miles in width) gradually
rising into billowy sweeps or) aSthey are called here)
hills. This valley is not boしmded on either side with
bold) abrup  heights r cli能) but the land gradl-ally
一・ises until you come to a high ro11ing upland・ Then
you are oし一t Of the Red River valleyうand are among
the hills. This va11ey extends from Lake Transverse
to within a short distance ofLake Wimipeg.
The Red River and all itstributaries are slow, Slし一g-
gish st一・eamS With a very slight incline. The beds of
these streams a  from forty to sixty feet below the
surr unding coun ry. The margmS Of the streams
are fringed with a narrow belt oftimber; the rest of
the valley consists of prairie. The soil consists ofa
deep bla k loam? undemeathwhich is clayl Which ex-
tends to a great depth. There is no limestone in this
whole regioll・ Th  soil is impregnated with alkali)
which, in some pl ces, is so abundant as to render
getati n very scanty and in a d一◆y period the alkali
appears on the surf ce) giving the ground the appcar-
ance ofhaving been covered with salt. The soil is
彬ry rich ill Phosphates) and hence the superior q`一aト
ity of whea=hat is g'.OWn・ The prairies are very
level and are illterSeCte〔l and drained b¥′ drv creeks
or coulees) Which eventually find their way into the
Red River or som§ Ofits tributaries. The cli甲ate in
this regi n is very dry) Very COld in winter? and in
midsummer very hot. Situated as it is, almost in the
center f the continent, hundreds of miles from any
Iarge body of water or nJ. mOuntain rangel the air is
very dry and contains a large amount ofoxygen・ The
wi ters are very cold ; the thermometer ranging from
15 to 55 degreesbelQW ZerO from December to March.
This severe cold weather would render the tl・anSaC-
tion of business almost impossible, Were it not for
two things; there is bu"ittle snow fa11) and the very
dry condition of the atmosphel・e. I have ridden 30
o置・ 40 miles in an open sleigh when the themometer
was 45 degrees below zero, and not su鯖諒ed as much
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inconvenience as I did in Iowa, With a temperature
Of lO or 15 degrees below. The wate'., Of course, in
this region is more or less brackish・ There are but
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too brackish for drinking purposes) and many col-tain
iron and sulphl-r・ There is indisputable evidence
that this whole valley was once either a great inland
Sea Or a PartOf Hudson,s Bay. The prevailing winds
in the winter are from the northwest, and in summer
from the southwest or southeast. The pop-11ation
COnSists? ma;nly1 0f three classes) Scandinavians)
Canadians? and people from the states ofthe United
States. The Scandinavian element is the predomin-
ating nationality here. The atmosphere is so clear
and the countl-y SO level that objects can be seen 15
Or 20 miles away ; and early in the morning otjects
雪em tO be elevated many feet in the air. All this
does not seem to have much to do with medicine, but
it leads tothe solution) I think? Of many of the pecu-
1iarities of disease among us, tO Which I will refer in
another article.
A FAMILY HISTORY.
J・〇・A・
IN this age of medical science almost every stしldent
holds ideas on heredity, Predisposing ca11Se, baci11i
and the like. With these studies, family histories
have much to do. The Sc7演rs especially al’e look-
ing into the histories of patients to abstract therefrom
SOme light on the many forms ofdi?eaSe; SO thata
history with which I am familiar, may PrOVe Of inter'
est to some readers ofthe STUDENT.
The founder ofthe family ofwhich I speakl WaS a
Sea CaPtain, Who died of what was told me to be
白the bad disorder, Caught years ago in a foreign port,
and that he had suffered from d描i汀ent kinds ofhし1mOrS
めr years・’’
His wife was a healthywoman andthey had twelve
childrell. Six of the twelve died when inlants; Of
the others, One die(1 at fifteen of Potts disease, One at
twenty-One) Of pulInOnal・y phthisisう　anOther was
killedby an accident. The three leftgrew to adult
life, but one lost the use ofan eye by ulceration, and
Sし丁鯉ers constal-tIy from eczema on hands and feet.
The remaining two seem fairly well.
A11 three married. Two had four children each,
One five. One family offour are living) but one of
them has had ulcerations on the comea3 Ofboth eyes,
the other three are delicate. The next family lost all
four children, One at Sixteen oftubercし1losis of brain
and sp nal cord, On at thirteen of tuberculosis of
brain, One at fourteen of tuberculosis ofbowels, the
Other ofgeneral tuberculous condition when only a
few ′weeks old.
The family offive have bllt tWO left? One an idiot)
thr e dying before the second year, and never having
had any hair, eye-brows, Or eyC.lashes, and no teeth.
The remaining child married, and has one child bom
with ozcena.
I do not sav that from the syphilisof thegrandfather
Came the tuberoulosis of the grandchildren, but did
th y ot have a isposing cause?
There ar  many questions we might ask concem-
1ng SuCh a f mily, Which品e camot do i11岨s paper,
t}ut ifwe once become aroused to the importance of
Stし一dying all such histories which come within our
reach) We may be able to explain many things which
W thout sし1Ch knowledge would be very misleading.
Ifi  ass sts in the diagnosis・ Why not in the prog重lOSis
and in the prescription?
THE VALUE OF OBSERVATION.
E・J・P・
The value of observi g thoughtfu11y and carefully
each a-1d every case ofd sease, however simple, WaS
forcibly presented  my mind during our recent sum-
mer hol davs.
I  an adjoining city, aWay from college and patients,
I felt fre , and had almost forgotten there was so
much sickness as we ar  called upon to treat at our
di spensary.
One day was asked to visit a young man about18
years of age, Sick with something that his mother said
was白scarlet fever or measles.,, His face白had been
COVer d with an eruption for several days.”
As most careful白middlers’’are wont to do, I in-
dustriously perused treatises and lectures for the dis-
tinct ve points ofthese diseases) feeling sし章re that the
mother ffive adult children would recogmZe a mOre
Simple ailmen . Then I sallied forth with as much
COnfidence as many M. D.’s of great experience, tO
Visit the o ng m n・
Arriving at his homel I was met with pleasure by
the mother. She presented her son, When lo ! I was
dum nded at the condition of his face. Such an
impression as tha face made on me will never befor-
gotten. There were pustules of all sizes and ages,
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large and sma11) Old and young. I proceeded to take
his temperature and pulse) and while doing so) firmly
concIuded that he had neither scal.let fever nor meas-
les. The fathel・ remarked that he生thought it was
Sma重l pox・’’
F主nding the temperature about lOO and the pulse a
little above normal) I assured myself that it was not
Sma11-POX, but what was it?
Tell主ng the mother that I could not say exactly
what he had mtil the eruption should be more devel-
OPed, I left a few doses of to be taken at stated
intervals llntil my call next day) and took my depart-
Hurryillg home) I again studied the distinguishing
fealures in eruptive diseases, and discovered that with-
0‘lt doubt it was siml〕1y chicken輸POX・ I had hardly
gotten through my studies when the motherノCalled
and s読d her son was so f料rful ofsmalトpoxthat he
wanしed a doctor who coし一Id positively say whether it
was or not. This time, however’I could assure he重・
it was undoubtedly chicken・POX, and both she and
her son were satisfied. I visited him the following
day, fully confirmed my belief; and discharged the
case. He had quickly improved under my treatment.
This, tO my mind, is the supreme value of卵omce-
opathy) that although the disease is unnamed) the
symPtOmS Can be re=eved? thereby cu一〇ing the un-
known disease. Some of those who read this little
article may think that after having heard lectures on
chicken-POX) they surely wi11 be able to recognize so
simple a disease・ I can only advise those who feel
most assured of their knowledge, neVer fail to visit
so simple a case as chicken-POX Whenever you have
an opportunity ; yOu Can thus avoid an experience
like mine, by being able immediately to recognizethe
eruption.
AN ODE ON NATURE.
A・J・H・
It is in this season, before the night of winter, that
Nature puts on her evening gowl- Of bright QOIors and
varied shadesI Seen SO fa・VOrably in my walk through
one of Boston,s beautiful suburbs. As solitude favors
reverie, I fe11 to thinking of how many lessons con-
ceming the diiferent qualities′in man we might leam
from inanimate things.
For i置lStanCe :-Look at the diiferent trees and the
leaves which distinguish them. The bright? gaudy
maple at first attracts all our attention) a′nd we ex-
Claim)白Beautiful !,, But watch and seehowquickly
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the leaves ar  seared by frost) and nothing remains
but bar tru k and li bs, until nature awakens it
again in he sp ing and clothes it in green・ Wehave
all seen e corresponding man)鵜bright) brilliant mag-
netic, With spe11s ofzeal, by which he draws great at-
tentionl and spasmodic e飲)rtS Which are a great help
to the c乙use he repl・eSe tS. But notice when the cold
frosts ofpublic ridicule or persecut王on come, and see
how ql-ickly his enthusiasm dies? until the balmy
Winds ofprosperity again reach the cause and make
him as zealous as before.
Now Iook a  the pines?-dark, gloomy) uninviting ;
but when other trees have no protection to o節er, When
the snow is blowing and the cold・ Wintrywind is
freezing everything to the marrow, how animaIs seek
the pine,s protection. The kindly tree shelters them
just as we11 as though not to be deserted when a
Pleasanter but more fickle home is provided. There
are very few men of this character)-men Who) When
adversity comes) Welcome youI and when opportunity
Ofiersyou a more agreeable home, Se中you out again
strengthened by their calm resolution. Yet some of
us have had occasion to thankGod forjust such a f竜end.
Walking sIowIy long) I am suddenly awakened
from y reverie. Lookingto one side I find the of
fend r is a hateful-1ooking thom-aPPle bush. How
lik  many people! When we are dri飾ng aimlessly
through life, quite selfsatisfied, We are aWakened to
Oし一r duties and possibilities by the sharp? homely? Pen-
etrating sarcasm of some blunt, but true and well
meaning friend・
Th n h r  is the vine? Climbing over that small
Chapel) r主ghtup solid stone and mortar〕 Where one
Can SCarCely imagine how it obtains a foothold; but
try to pull it down from its hight and see with what
tenacity itclings・ So) many men) nOt Ofbroad minds,
but ofone idea? are Wedded to a singlecausebodyand
SOul. Though the waves of popular opmlOn may
OVertum their object, they still defend it,白firm as the
rock ofages,’’and wouId value life less than thecause
Which they love. They al・e aS neCeSSary tO hoIdwhat
more brilliant but less stable minds have gained) aS
the infa・ntry is necessary to the cavalry. A thousand
brave fe11ows may make a charge and carry every-
thing before them? but without firm support from the
body ofthe army? they will be borne back again) and
life and efrort spent for naught・
Which type wi11 you choose for a friend? Which
One are yOu?
[Continued on page 319.]
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B. U. S. M., Oct・ 21, 1890.
EDITOR MEDICAL STUDENT :
Dear Str:-Allow me to express a word of ap-
preciation for the lectul・eS in Materia Medica which
the members of the middle and senior classes are now
en」Oy宣ng・
While it would be u【lWise for a course of study to
be arranged to suit the uneducated tastes o†a class of
students) rather than in accordance with what those of
experience know will be ofbenefit to them in the ac-
tual practice of their profession? Sti11, the matter in
question is one o∫ such vital ‘importance, that we feel
anxious to say a word in regard to it・
We have frequently taken occasion to converse
with those aboしIt uS at the School dし1ring the past two
years in regard to the matter・夢ノ′and we feel sure that
bigdtry with reference to Homceopathy has but little
placeamongus as students at least・ We wish to
know allthere is to be known about medicine as a
science’and) While holding to the principle) Slm揚a
sわe荻bu∫ CuraクZlur, and not being ready, Pel◆haps, tO
accept all the teachings ofother schooIs of medicine
beside our own) We are nOt PrePared, On the other
hand. to reject a11 their teachings as wo重.thless・ We
wish to go forth to practice a medicine of common
sense, doing everything that lies in our power for the
cure ofour r)atients, and are now anxious to le種rn
In conclusion, then) We Wish to again express our
apprecうation for lectしIreS Which present Materia Medi-
ca, nOt from the standpoint of a phase of medicine,
but from the broader standpoint of medicine as a
whole.　Thankingyou for space afrorded, I am
Yours respectfullyl
A STUDENT.
I think,M置・・ Editor) that Shakespeare says待the ap-
pa el o節p odaims he man’,タaml by apparel is meant
the na ural晶sute arrangement as well as the more
artificial articles f dress. But whether or not too
much s rcss is placed on this one article’tO the detri-
ment ofo hers fu11y as useful) is a questi6n not clear
to me. There seems to be a p一・eVailing idea∴amOng
some s udents) Particularly the younger ones’that all
that is necessary for success in the profもssion is to
gr w a beard) W a一・ glasses and look supemat〇一rally
wise whenever any poor unfortunate dispensary pa-
tient comesin the way・ Now? Mr・ Editor) Iam a
very humble member of“ our class,,, but it has beel-
my lot to co-ne in contact with a great many people
in the various vocations of life, and my opmlOn uPOn
the onl  too prevalent coxcombry is, in the language
ofthe boys)待that it don,t go down," certainly not
with inte-1igentpeople) amOng Whom we hope to
catch a tray patient now and then in the djstant血-
tul・e ; and, I am pretty sure? nOt With the average dis-
pensary patient. I tt-ink it is generally the case that
th f rmer cla s wi l treat such an one caしItiously
every possible means by which we may accomplish
this.
With this in view, then should we not feelthankful
to have presented to us) along with the Homcsopathic
use of the remedy? all its other successful usesうWhethel・
A11opathic or whatnot?
While we lmight nOt Wish to use these remed三es in
the full dose ofthe Allopathic school? We are glad to
know the dose in which o11r fiiends ofthat school do
administer them? both as a matter ofinformation and
because it a餓⊃rds us something ofa guide in our own
use of them.
We are glad) tOO) tO leam how to write a prescrlP-
tion) and feel that its use should be as free and famil-
iar to us as to to the practitioner of any other schOOl"
A knowledge of the preparation and physioIogical
action of the remedies? tOO) helpsし1S tO a mO置・e thor-
ough understanding ofthem, eVen though we may not
wish to use them to produce their physioIogical efL
fects.
en obliged to empIoy him, and take care not to be
so obliged again・
Self-COn丘denc  is  great thing) an i宣-dispensable
thing; bしIt there is  manly’gentlemanly quality of
the article that is the only kind that will pay.
There are certain men (andwomen, tOO, I fear, but
believe th y ar  f w) who seem to have an idea that
c vility and kindness stop with paying patients, and
that a certain bullying, braggadocio air is just the
thing for the dispensary. Bear in mind, I don,t think
this is confined exclし一SiveIy to the students’but others
haz,e formed their characters, and students are sup-
posed ‘0 ;e forming theirs.
生PしIt yOurSelfinhisplace,,, is an excellent, a¥grand
motto for a11! I would have these swaggeringfellows
take this to heart in their djspensary work. I have
s en t)OOr P tients ill Our Clinics treated outrageously
by some impudent students, and I have had the pleas-
ure ofbeing thanked by some ofthose same patients
for some trifling attention, and I carl tell you they un-
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derstand the-fdIows : POVerty Sharpens the wits) and
thol-gh they can say nothing) they remember their
friends.
I would have students remember that the重・e are
times when a kil-dly word of encouragement spoken
With interest may do more than all the drugs of the
Phamacopceia toward helping some poor fellow-
mortal bound down by poverty? Sickness and sin.
That there are many students at our schooI who
are ladies and gentlemen? l know. I know also that
there are some who are not) and for them this article
is writte萱l, nOt in the beliefthat it will do any good)
but in the hope that it may? and because man shoしlld
never cease from trying.　　　　　　　　　　T.
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A CASE OF PHIMOSIS.
W・ NEWELL EMERY, ’91.
Although the s坤ect ofphimosis has been exhaust-
ively treated in the N. E. Medical Gazette of June
lastうyet a PeCuliar case came under the care of the
Writer not long since) Which may be ofinterest, Since
its treatment was necessa一・ily somewhat di蹄rent from
that prescribed in the treatise.
The patient wasfouryears old, and the source ofmuch
trouble to his parents on accomt of his great peevish-
1-eSS. There was very little time in the twenty-four
hours that he was not crying and complaining. His
back and head seemed to give a great deal oftrouble?
叩d at night he was only partially pac靖ed by being
Carried from重・OOm tO rOOm by his parent・ When
u重.inatirlg the child actually screamed, eSPeCially at
the end of the operation・
An examination showed the end of the prepuce
Very Small and contracted) feeling very hard and
dense. On inquiry? the father said that some months
Pl.eVious the clamp method ofoperation for congenital
Phimosis or circ…nCision had been performed.
The inadaptability of this method of operation here
WaS Very Plainly apparent. The outer layer of the
PrePuCe had been cut away while the mucous surface,
Or the most important portion to be_remOVed) WaS
Still intact. Thus, instead of relieving the d縦culty,
it was only made worse by putting a strong cicat重・icial
band about the preputial orifice. Inthis casedilation,
Perhaps) ifpe一・fomed at first, WOuld have a11eviated
the di範cultyl bl-t uPOn Careful examination, it was
deemed lnOre eXPedient to operate as follows :-
The child was etherized〕 and thaf portion of the
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PrePuCe COrreSPOnding to the median line ofthe dor-
Sum Ofthe glans penis was snipped back with the
SCissors from the preputial orifice to the attachment
Ofthe mucous portion to the corona. The adhesions
Of the prepuce wel・e thenbroken up by means of
a s碓“probe) and a large amoしmt Of smegma washed
from the glans. The comers were slightly trimmed?
and the mucous and cutaneous portions of the pre-
PuCe brought into apposition by means offour ol. five
interrupted cat-gut SutureS. The wounded organ
W S bandag d with iodoform gauzel he]d in place by
ad esive straps. Healing took place by first inten-
tio11, With no return ofthe fomer annoylng SymPtOmS.
The sutures were all absorbed and no subsequent
dressing required.
TERTIARY SYPHILIS.
H. W. HOYT. ,91.
Last February a case was assigned me from the dis-
PenSary Which p一・oved of no little interest. Upon en-
tering the sick chamberI found a bright) Cheery girl?
Sixteen years old1 0 slight figure? Still in bed from
the e餌 cts of the 3nfluenza. Knowing of so many
CaSeS Oflung t oし一ble following in the wake of this
Wide-SPread epidemic) thoughts of pneumonia and
Phthisis came to me.
Upon questioning′the patient and her mother the
following symptoms were elicited :-Constant, Short,
dry, hacking cough ; nO aPPetite) but nibbled 21t dates
and figs ; eVerything tasted sweet ; VOmited soon after
eating’but no nausea ; famishingthirst ; PaSSed four or
丘ve quarts ofpale) Clear urine in twenty-four hours ;
extl・emities and back cold al=he time; Pain in the
back) OVer the k主dneys) eXtending to the shoulders?
WOrS  at night; bowels moved with d土龍culty; felt
Very tired and weak.
Her temperature was 98.6 and pulse l12. On ex-
amination ofthe chest found the lungs in goodcondi-
tion and no sign oftheir causing the constant cough.
Th  tongue was clean) but the teeth were very black
and soft’having been wom down irregularly. The
girl ‘had been feeling very weak since January, When
the in別事enZa S emed to h ve spent its force? and had
expected to be better soon) having been toldby aphy-
Sician that she needed nourishment only) tO build her
up. The increased pain in the back and constant
hirst froally alarmed the family) and they sent to the
dispensal.y for aid.
I thought it a case ofdiabetes me11itus) and taking
SOme urine to analyze? PreSCribed “r5・ for the general
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state of exhal]Stion. Imagine my surprise on exam-
ining the urine to丘nd the S・ G. 1004J and nothing ab-
normal in its co11Stituents. This led me to think of
diabetes insipidus声nd began treatment on 4ho3・ CZC.
No change took place? and I called jn one ofourFac-
し-1ty for council. After an exhaustive examination
by questions and physical means, the diagnosis was
not clear) but thought to be a disturdance of the nerve
centers, and st7yCh・ Su砂h・ WaS given. Itwasdecided
to leam more of the family history) thinking some
clue to the mystery might be found. Accordingly?
another interview was held with the mother, and the
following fa・CtS developed :-When the patient was
three years old she contracted a severe case or syphil-
is from her father. After a year’s treatment she was
apparently cured by an old Scotch doctor) but had
been in delicate health since.
This fact) tOgether with the appearance of her teeth
and some lesions on her finger tips, Started by hang-
nails, Settledthe matterat once. K2z〃 hd・ W亀S given
in five-grain doses) Which at first seemed to a住ord
some relief. But she soon began to fail in strength.
The thirst was insatiable, and the control of the
sphincter vesic指WaS Iost) making it impossible to
keep the bed or her cIothing dry. Suddenly the
cough ceased・ The stomach rebelled at the slightest
amountoffoodand evenat times refusedwater. Sup-
positories and enemaS Were tried but could not be re-
tained, and caused excruciating pain in the.abdomen・
Nothing would keep her warm) eSPeCially over the
shoulders・ Epileptic-1ike spasms now appearedl Of
which she could remember nothi書lg. Her mind be-
gan to fail and the eyes became dull andvery sensitive
to light・ JV荻.tC aCidwas tried) butproved ofno avail.
Finally the mouth and fauces begaIl tO ulceratel
CauSmg Pain in drinking and a foul odor to the breath.
This continued till it was impossible to swallow, but
a small quantity oI water could be taken by letting it
run down her throat.
Seeing that death was near, mO砂hi%e WaS given in
l-16 gra圭n doses to ease the su紐ering・ Soon a fever
With peritonitis set inl CauSing such pain that 77?Or-
phわze in larger doses did nothing, and at last the un-
fortunate girl died in convulsionsl after a sickness of
over four months.
At the time ofdeath the mouth was a reeking mass
of ulcers and the abdomen was purple, being covered
with lesions of a purulent nature. Though a most
loathsome disease and one ending in a strarlge mamer,
it was attended with a degree ofinterest not common
to our dispensary cases.
Stuゐ彩か　Dt移C海砂
Below will be foし1nd the present addl.eSSeS Of the
students. The home addresses of the juniors and
first-year Students a「e also given as they do not ap-
pearinthecatalogue till next year・ The list is as
correct as possible and may be of assistance to mally
as a directory.
POST_GRADUATE COURSE.
Batohdde|., F. P., C. B. (B" U. S. M.) Mass. H. Hospital.
Dodge,F.W.,C. B. (B.U. S.M.) 544 Colu皿bus Ave.
Peroy, D. T., M. D. (【ミarⅤard) 74 Chester Sq.
Soule, H. J., M. D. (Harvard) Winthrop.
SENIOR CLASS.
Allison, G. F., 21 Worcester Sq・
Amold, Mrs. J. 0.,43 E. Newton St.
Bennett, J. H., 21 Worcester Sq.
Brackett, Mrs. E. A., 27 Worcester Sq・
Br釘y, M重s・ A・ C・, 36 Wo富ce畠te富S七・
Br○○ks,工d幻J., Ⅲass・ H・陣ospit机・
C8Lmdy, F. S., 74 Chester Sq.
Coon, Marion, Mニalden.
Dun血am, G. P., Grove嵐al〇・
E皿ery, W. N., B. U. S. M. Dispensary.
Fletoher, S. n., B. U. S. M. Dispensary.
F富enc血, W. B., 47 E.対ewもon St・
Gilc血血s七, C. F., E. Boston.
Go紐, E11釘,了7 Ru仇and Sも・
Greel]e, T. W., Winthrop Sq・, Chelsea.
Hanlon,D.J., B. U. S. M.
Hornby, Mary S., 36 W roester St.
鱒om, A w., 57冒重enton St., E. B・
Hoyt, H. W., 1661 Washington St'
La,tham, Carr e A., 77 Rutland St.
M○○でe, M批y Ⅲ.,勘的轡.櫨・櫨OSpi七al・
N乱son, 0. C. B., Reading.
Pea,Sley, Mrs. E. J., 43 E. Newton St.
Pilling, S. O., Mass. H. Hospitaし・
Richardson, E. B., Arlington.
MIDDLE CLASS.
A量lard, F. E., 43 Ivaloo St., Somerville.
Baker, L. M., 1 City Hall Sq., Lynn.
Bent, G. W. W., 1774 Washington St.
富豊富義認霊富A,。.　　　、
Cl餌女e, Fa皿ie E., 42 Worces七e富Sq・
Cocke, J. R., 1581 Washington St.
Crowe11, Ne11ie L. E., 40 Woroester Sq・
Cus血man, Ⅲ乳ry F., N. E. Uo皿servatO富y・
De]avan, Eliza,beth H., 153 Worcester St.
Emerson, F. L., 129 H ncock St.
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前納1Sdeu, F., Ⅲ納めIe血e払d.
Reeves, Hattie E., 20 Union Pk.
Sa,We重, H. E., 9 W○○dwam S亀.
Smith, Cora E.’23 Worceste富Sq.
Sもevenson, B. S., N釘慣ck.
S七〇we皿, Ⅲ繍皿de圏・,姓7 ○○l田町bus Av〇・　　　圭
Ⅲie重富yつM重β. M. P., Camb瓦dge,
Urich, J. H., 223 W. Canton St.
W狐d調n, G.廿.,釦A皿血e重患もSふ
Witter, Nellie F.’232 W. Canton St,.
JUNIOR CLASS.
Bames, Willia皿E., ouOme) Boston, (City address) 48 Falmouth St.
Barney, Lucy R., Hyde P餌.k, Hyde Park.
BittheI‘, Alfred J., All?ntOWn, Pa.’89 W. Brookline St.
Booth, Anthony F., Charlestown. Charlestown.
Bradley, Hannth L., Danville, P. Q., 26 SuI±lmer St.. Lowrence.
Cl.OCkett, George |J., Vinal Haven, M:e., 86 Worcesler Sq.
Curriel., Mary B., Somervule, 28 E. Brook St., Somerville.
Davis, Roland A., Boston, 143 Boylston St.
Downs, Harry A., Beverly, Beverly.
Dollofl; Eugene nr., Rockport, King St.
Elliot, Edson T., Cliftondale, 90 Tremont St.
Farrington, Annie L., Wrenthan, 1074 Washington SL
Farwe‖, Charles LつWest Roxbury, West Roxbury,∵
Gay, Artllur P., Boston, 58 Rutland St.
Gibby, Isabella P., Roxbury, 1 Weld Ave., Roxbury.
Greene, Henry W., Bo9ton, Boston.
Hammond’Allen D., Mattapoiset, 25 Bowdoin St.
Handy, Harrie D., Cataumet, Cataumet.
Hutohinson, men A. K, New Albany, Ind., 43 E. Newton St.
Hunt, John A., Boston, 39 Appleton St.
Khowlton, James M., Rockport, King St.
|,㊥Lacheur, Ellis S., W. Bridgewater, 1503 Washington St.
Lanb, Fannie G., Salem, Salem.
La,WnenCe, Mary E., Middletown, Corm., 173　Magnolia St., Dor-
cheste富.
Macdouga11, Duncan, IJyrm, 25 Union m. St.
Munroe, Mariet,te E. , Boston, 88 Worcestel. St.
My9重, Ⅲe弧○○ S・, Aubu皿,札rり畑W〇着ces鳴r St・
Odiome, F]orence A., Richmond, Me., 119 Horten Sq., Cllelsea.
Parry, Henry E., Galesburg, Ill., Wobum.
PatteTSOn, Alice M., Peabody, Berkely SらHome Armex.
PhilllPS, Eugene M., as4 Medfom St., Somerville.
Ponock, Martha L.,岨arrisburg, Pa., 47 Worcester Sq.
S七釘ples,重ou鵡, Wobu皿, Wol)調n」
Townsend, Wi11is M., Peterborough, N. H., 87 Norf()lk St., Cambridge.
Vamey, Edith, South New Market, N. H., 43 E. Newton St.
Weaver, tlarvey V., New Bedford, 21 Worcester Sq.
W○○d, Hel亀on M,, S血e宣五em, Ⅴら飽Pea富l Sあ.
Woo11ey, Emma M., Aubu]m, N.Y., 40 Woroester St.
PRELIMINARY COURSE.
Benne仇, H乳重ra血K., Fiもc血bu富g, 16蝕W紙血ington St.
Carter, Robeut 1., New Bedford, 86 Pinckney, St,
岨azelton, Robert H., Bamet, Vt., 2 WoI.CeSter Sq.
Mann, Go血on,恥ockland,恥○○kl乳nd・
Ho11y, Arthur C., Po再au Prinee, 28 Wt,Stminster St.
Ordwa.y, George A., Quincy, Quinoy.
Roe, Alice E., Indian Orchard, Newtonville.
Wney, Guilford, Laconia, N. H., 21 Worcester Sq.
SPECIAL COURSE.
P釘l皿er, Be重批, Walt心幼皿.
Young, EInly A., Lisbon・, N. H., 105 Charles St.
Peクで0%aん
MYRA F. DENoRMANDIE) M. D.) ’85? reCently oI
Germantbwn, Pa., Will sail for Europe during the
present month) and open an o億ce in Paris) France.
A. M. DuFFIELD, M. D., ’85, is Iocate(=n Cit"
rone11a) Ala・? and in another column gives somefacts
Ofinterest relating to the country.
GEO. E. MAY, M. D., ’90, WaS absentfromtow請
for a few weeks in the early falll during which time
his position as House Surgeon to the Boothby Surgi-
Cal Hospital was filled by H. W. HoJt) ’91.
LouISE A. GRIFFIN? M. D.) ’89) is taking a
COul●Se in the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimol・e,
Md.
J・ E. BRIGGS, M. D , ’90, late House Surgeon
at the Mass. Hom・ Hospital, has decided to Iocate in
Boston) at 293 W. Chester Park・ Heissucceededby
S. O. Pilling, ’91, Whose tem ofsel・vice commenced
Nov. 1, 1890.
H. D. WHEELER, M. D., ’89, has removed to
Nol.Wich, Conn.
W・ T・ TALBOT) M. D.J ,90● is taking a course
in the College ofPhysicians and Sし1rgeOnS) at Lon-
don? Englandl and also fills a position in the London
Hospital.
S. E. FLETCIIER) ’91) has been taking the prac-
tice ofH. W. Johnson, M. D., ’88, in Berlin Falls,
N. H., for  short ime.
SARAH M. HoBSON, M. D.’’90, has Iocated at qi
128 Main St., Saco, Me.
CHAS・ A. EASTMAN, M. D., ’90, is Iocated at
Pine Ridge Agency) So. Dakota, having received an
appointment as Agency Physician from the U"　S.
government.
C. D. BRIGGS, M, D., ’90, Willsettlesoon inthe
State Of Washington・
LoTTIE E. SAMPSON, M. D., ’90, has removed
to Malden, Mass.
MISS MARION CooN言91言s convalescent from a
long紺ness, and we trしISt Will sooll be able to resume
COll ge duties.
C. F. GILCHRIST) ’91言s reported quite i11・
Thrice since commencement day in June, 1890,
have the marriage bells rung to amlOunCe the nuptials
Ofme11-bers ofthe late graduating class: Geo. N.
Towle) M. D.) OfBarre? tO Miss Mary Stewart; F.
E. Way, M. D., OfSpringfield, Vt., tO MissEllen F.
Wi1量ard ; Mary A. Dorgan) M. D.) tO Dr" Dakin’Of
437 Columbus Ave., Boston.
MISS C. A. LATHAM) ,91? has been appointed
Assistant Librarian in the college.
F・ P. BATCHELDER’C. B.) ’91) has been taking
a short rest from his duties as House Physician) at
3工8 7況e脇dわal S綴ゐ符t.
the Hospital, and S. O. Pilli11g, ’91,創Ied the position
dしIring his absence.
T・ W. DIKEI M. D.) ’90) OCCuPies the position of
House Physician in the Hahnemam Hospita]) Roch-
ester, N. Y.
MISS I. P. GIBBY, ,93,has resigned the POSition as
head nurse at the Boothby Hospital.
D・ J. HANLON, ’91, is filling the position ofAssisト
ant Janitor, Very aCCePtably.
MISS ELLEN HuTCHINSON, ’93, is about again, af
ter a short illness.
C. S. GLEASON, ’92, and A. S. Stephenson, ’92,
fomerly members ofthe school) are back again' and
we trust will not be retarded furthe丁by adverse cir-
CumStanCeS.
F. S. PIPER, M. D., ’90, has removed to Hills-¥
boro? N. H.? Where he has opened an o億ce.
Local A方のひ∫.
The work upon the additions to the hospita置goes
rapidly on・ ′Great care is exercised in avoiding a11
]o11d noises, although the foundations are made with
great rega]・d to safety. When completed, the capacity
of the hospital will be more than doubled.
Several members of last year’s Junior class are
Studying in Europe. When they retum they may
not know the place where Gray is taught.
The schooI sho正d congratulate itself upon having
so public-SPil.ited a professor as Dr. Rockwell. The
new electric cIocks and gongs are everything that can
be desired.
It certainly would be an act of courtesy greatly ap-
pl.eCiated on tlle Part Of the students if the small gate
to the City Hospital could beopenedon Fridays. The
roundabout way necessary to travel to the new Iodge
is rendered doubly agg一・aVating on a rainy day.
The Middle class is to be regarded as in deep
mot-rning over the d紐culties‾of Materia Medica.
Thel・e Can be no doしIbt conceming its potency.
The surgical clinics thus far this year ha読e been of
large size and unusual interest. Now that Dr.
Boothby takes up the treatment in addition to the
diagnosis fcases, his linic will be v6ry valuable.
The Junior class will have enough work this tem
to keep m busy early every hour. Maybe the
upper classes will appreciate this, aS they will not be
crowded ou  f the clinics.
Dr. Packard, Whose term of service it is, devotes
Wedne d ys o Gyn提COlogical surgery, and Saturdays
to general operative work・ The val.ious divisions of
the Senior class are receivinginstruction from Dr・
W. S. Smith in the administration ofan穏Sthetics.
The present entering class is) We-believe) the lal:g-
est the school ever had. Ability certainly seems
to keep pace with the numbers.
The past summer seems to have been a most suc-
CeSSful one for the Senior dass. Since Apri1 1, there
have been over seventy-Six obstetric cases personally
attel〕ded by them. In October alone, Cwenty-three
CaSeS Were rePOrted.
B), the will ofthe late Miss A. M. Townsend, Of
Walnut Ave・, Roxbury, the Mass. Homceopathic
Hospital rじCeives three thousan(l do=a置◆s.
The first report of the Boothby Surgical Hospital)
recently issued) gives an interesting summary ofthe
WOrk done for the fifteeh months ending June 30,
1890, besides careful reports of cases and many other
inte].eSti-1g features.
Fれ徽汲クM蜜a多読e∫・
DIAGNOSTIC SIGNJFICANCE OF THE TENDON RE-
FLEXES. Cあ7-eグ2Ce Barllett, M DっLわんZema?t7Z
脇符lh匂′,布γ Jタ符e・
Evel・yOne Should read the report of the meeting of
the American Institute of Homceopathy fol-nd in the
HZz巌emaグen %7Zt移′ a d JM A・.〆z‘γクZal of Lわm`ZZ-
dyat匂′, bo h for July.
Dr. Tumer is conducting a se一・ies ofquizzes as sし一P-
plementary wol.k to Dr. C. Wesselhoeft’s course・
Dr. Percy has givell a few much needed lectul.eSOn
PreSCriptiol- Writing・
Dr・ J. Heber Smith’s new book on Materia Medica
lS? We believc) tO aPPear neXt fall・ It willbe agreat
pleasure to read a work on this sut加ct that contains
the thought and strength of a man Who is thoroughly
familiar with the student,s needs. Thらre is no doubt
of the popularity with which it will be received.
HoM①OPATHY AND THE INSURANCE CoMPANIES.
Ho巌e"ZamZノ協%i偽′,jbr LS匂tember・
CASE OF HYDATID CYST OF THE THIGH. Reク。rled
少Dr・ G・五Shee符5, Of Chlc略o・ C巌tque,_加r
S疹tember 15, 1890・
THE PROTECTION OF THE PuBLIC AGAINST TuBER-
CULAR CoNSUMPTION. 1セ彿berわ’Z Du雌γ, JK D・
俄巌e癌a符符脇符thb′,〆r Oclober.
待WHAT’s IN A NAME?’’ A7; E. Medfeal Ga2,elte,
カタ/ LS匂tember・ An editorial deserving care餌
read ng and thought・
Tめe劫勿dical Stuカ%t.
B○○KS.
DISEASES OF THE KIDNEYS. .A徹che〃.
This is a very l.eCent WOrk issued by a Chicago
publisher・ It is written by a Homceopathic physi一
へ　Cia11, Who has devoted years to the study of輔s sub-
ject, andis without doubt the best work ol its kind in
Homce。Pathic literature. It commends itself to stu-
dents) and the price bl・ings it within the reach of all.
It can be obtained of OTIS CLAPP & SoN.
Thenewwork,白DISEASES OF WoMEN AND ABDOM-
INAL SuRGERY’,, in 2 voIs) by Za74,∫07Z 7演t) Of Bim-
ingham, Englan(㍉ treats of the subject in an original
manner・ Many ofthe ideas and theories are strik-
i-1gly o一・iginal wlth the aut.hor. From his Iong expe-
rience fmd obsel・Vation he is able to give reports of
thousands ofcases to illustrate points under discus-
sion. The work wi11 we11 repay all time devoted
to perusing it.
[General Contributions, COntinued from page 313.]
CALENDULA OFF工CINAL工S.
s. E. FLETCHER, ’91.
The plant Calendula? Orgarden marigold, is known
to HomceopatI-ic surgeons as a most valし1able dressing
in the t一・eatment Of all incised or lacerated wounds,
3重9
of the writel・ this summel・, Calendula has proved iト
selfworthy offull confidence. In an old ulcer, Which
had for months resisted the acti9n Of carbolic acid
and mercurial washes, With dressings of iodoform,
boracic acid? hydl・aStis and calomel, Calendula tinc-
ture applied upon absorbent cotton pl・Oduced full re-`
COVery in three wecks.
In two cases of cracked nipp]es with disch糾ge of
pusI Calendtlla applied as a cerate) gaVe SPeedy re-
1iel AIso in an extensiveb…n the resultswere es-
pecially gratifying. M餌ly Other cases might be re-
lated as testimonials to the value of this dressing.
While there is nothing at all Homceopathic in the
action ofCalendし一Ia言t is a singular fa・Ct that its use is
cpnfined almost exclusively to the HomcBOPathic sur-
geons. Perhaps the brethren ofthe old schOOlquery :
高Can anything good come out of Nazal・eth?,, But
let no one take the testimony of this article o一・ any
other as conclusive evidence of the value of this
drug) but let a thorough trial be given it・
A　鵬岳W BOOK
声RO問e⑮VER TO COVER〇
千u=y Abreast with the Times・
ulcers and bums.
To Dr. Thorer is due the discovery ofthe val‘lable
healing properties of this drug’the result of his ex-
perin-entS therewith being published in the Bl.itish
Joし一mal of Hom(roPathy. Tho]▲Oughly tested by
many others) it has become one of our mos=mpor-
tant adjuvanしS in su一・gical practice. The tincture
which is commOnly used言s prepared by macerating
in alcohol the buds, flowers and young leaves ofthe
plant, and the juice, after being expressed and dilし1t-
ed, uSed as a topical application. This drug notonly
promotes the healing t-y first intention of incised
wounds, but also in the treatment of lacerations, Old
ulcel・S and bums, Where eXtenSive s11PPuration is to
be feared? it perferms a most importこ一nt function. In-
deed, it is claimed by some wl・iters’that whel・e Calen-
dula is used) SuPPし一ration is utterly impossible.
In speaking of this plant, Dr・ Helmし1tll l)1aces it
among the first as an antiseptic a11d a vu】nerar}'’and
cites several casesl including amputationsl in which
it was used most successfully. Several other writers
also bear testimony to the healing properties of the
drug.
In several cases which came under the observation
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a distinguishi g title) bears the name of
E。悪幣悪霊整悪霊悪幣監豊章。g-
re隅for over富EN YEARS.
藩襲襲藷誓薫in▼ited.
Sold by a11 Booksellers. I11ustrated Pamphlet hee.
G" &纂耕措譜崩落雷書聖e着S,
グ乃e脇(ガcal Stulあのt.
Boston UniY巳rSi七y School of鵬dicin日置
EIGHTEENTH YEÅR, 1890-91.
-一塁≒藷e丁H亡　FÅCUL丁Y,嘩÷-
WILLIAM F. WARREN, LL. D., P柘∫idelみ
I. TISDAL菌TALBOT, M. D., 66.Marlborough Street, Dc,a78, P卿-
jあ∫Or (ゾSuタgビワ・
CONRAD WESSELHOEFT, M. D., 29| Boylston Street, P71少v∫∫Orq/
fわ楊0毎夕y and 7為en砂eutめ.
HENRY C. AHLBORN, M. D., 258 Marlborougll Street, Bりか∫Or q/
字わiho均′ and Pめtho仁〆cal /412atOnグ・
J・ H競欝MITH’M. D・・ 279 Da血Outh Street膏`〆∬Orq/脇履
WALTER WESSELHOEFr, M. D., Cambridge, Dり毛J∫Or　〆
Ob∫leir2e∫.
.HENRY C. ANGELL, M. D., |6 Beacon Street, fナ昨∬Or ef CP屈thal・
moゆ.
HERBERT C. CLAPP, M. D., |1 Columbus Square, B砂を∬0′ qf Di∫-
ea∫e∫ qr銃e C加∫た
EDWIN E. CALDER, A. B., Providence, R. I., Aて2加∫Orqr Cぬem寂ey.
DENTON G. WOODVINE, M÷ D., 739 Tremont Street,みq〆∫∫0γ qf
Di∫ea∫e∫ qf銑e T況〆。at.
HOWARD P. BELLOWS, M. D., H8 Boylston Street, bりZ∫∫Or er
O10ゆ・
ADALINE B. CHURCH, M. D., 102 Huntington Avenue, f)りe.fJOr q手
の花館`0均/.
JO雪罷業THERLAND, M. D., 157 Newbury Street膏や’0’q/
JOr鷲: ROCKWELL・ M. D.・ Norwich・ Conn.・切れ∫Or qr ffty∫Z-
EDWARD P. COLBY, M. D., |O Park Square, D宅yG∫∫Or qf NeγZ,02鯵∫
Di∫ea∫e∫.
In additlon to the foregoing, the fo11owlng constitute the fulしFaculty :
GEORGE R. OUTHWICK, M. D , 136 Boylston Street. Ass寂の海P母fessor
H。終盤経ARl,世. D.. 2。5 W。St Ch。。t。r Park, A融の符, Pr。頑。r 。f
畿撥驚三
WILLIAM IJ. JACKSOX, M. D., 84 Dud丁ey Street, Z‘eCきurer o?∂ Elec卯o-Z%erの-
砂eu湾cs.
藩麗欝擬翳緩防
諜諸鵠舘詳紫斑荘甘苦謹芯鴬嘉管絃㌶密語惣di。a朝夜
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ITS LE月DING CH月R月CTERISTICS.
工. 1t is established in Boston, an educational center.
2. 1t forms a part of Boston University, aninstitution ofthe most progressive and Iiberal character.
3・ It has a large and able teaching Faculty.
4. It requires evidence ofsu飴cient pre]iminary education to fit the student for the study of medicine before admission to the school.
5.工t provides a carefully graded minimum course of three years before graduation.
6. It was the first School in this country to provide a course covering ,わur Jea′$ for those who wish to pursue their studies with special
thoroughness and with suitable leisure for collateral reading' and to obtain professional experience under the direction of the Faculty.
・7. It demands the actual attendance at a medical school three剛years・ aS a COndition to graduation.
諾霊霊諾詰諾言霊豊蒜謹言謹書某誌詩語豊葦宝器豊磐芸誓言,
at the end ofthe third year, PaSS a WOrthy examination.
工O. It confers no honorary or ad cz‘符dem degrees" Its dipIomas are obtained only for work actually done in the School・
工1. It admits, both as teachers and students, men and women on equal terms and conditions, tO the exercises ofthe School.
|2. It gives, in addition to the various branches of medicine usua11y taught, a thorough knowledge ofthe homceopathic system.
I3. It臆SeCureS for its students in its extensive clinics・ nOt Only instruction illustrated by observation, but it requires them to have the personal
care of medica一, Surgical, and obstetric cases, under the supervision of the Faculty, PfeVious to graduation.
14 It has just finished a new chemica=aboratory for practical work bythe entire class ; a reading room, in which the students will have ac-
cess to the medical joumals and works of reference ; and it has constructed for its building a new and improved system of heating and
I5. Its dipIQma.S are honored at home and abroad, and its gradua.tes occupy respected professional and public positions・
For aunouncements, Or further information, address,
I. T書TÅLBOT,肌D., DEAN,
66 Malborough Streot, BOS甲ON,
糊e aedical StudG%t.
◎ OT工S CLAPP & SON, ◎
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A LIMITHD NuMBER OF SECPND-HAND MEDICAL TEXT BooKS FOR SALE AT
A LARGE REDUCTION FROM CATALOGUE PRICE.
勧場面湖面順両肌凋0剛の棚馴f擁掛的調硝t画等胸部両軸脇
T工NCTURES, TRITURATIONS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
(THE BEST　-S AしWAYS TH各　cHEAP岳sT,)
Clabs of StadentS Sapplied at Speeial Bates.
OF INT撤EST TO STUDENTS AND GRÅDUATES OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICI叩。一
霧島e包e鮮璽先輩砧㊧範㊧批評
A group of thirty-eight Photographs, including the fu11 Faculty of
岳。少。れU高e中年8ch。。l 。f団e品〇㍍e f。rイ688読イ669.
Giving a very.cl.ear and highly satisfactory Photograph of each member.
The whole on single card-board.
No.l. Size18x22inches,　-　Prjoe$l.25・ ∴∴∴No・2・ Size22x28inohes,　-　Price$2.25.
The same in handsome Wood Frame, hi9hIy polished and with SiIver Beading …
No, l. SizeofFrame22l-2Ⅹ24 l-2 in○ ○OmPIete, Prioe $3.50,
No. 2・ Size ofFI.ame 27ト2 x 3=n. oomplete, PI.ice $5,50,
⑥/石臆FC)重も雲Aエ■田Bてこ鵜一つ・や
へ-蓄婁〇二回エ馨　Cエ」A王⊃P　さる　貧eエ丁,幸三牽十一
iO Park SquareうBOSToN.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　3O7 Westminster Street, PROVIDE軸c各.
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7he Ji%dical SludeクIt.
も(
utrition is the Physical Basis ofLife.,,
This axiomうformulated by t「le lamented Fothergill? COnVeyS a WOrld of meaning to the intelligent
Physician・ Ifa food can be obtained co両aining all the elements necessary for the nourishment and support
Of the bQdy? and which can also be readil`¥T aSSimilated under every condition ofdisease) an immense advan-
tage is obtained in controlling symptoms and restoring wasted tissues. Maトnutrition and mal-aSSimilation
are potent factors in a long train ofcritical ailments. Bush’s Fluid申ood BOVININ田combines in a
COnCentrated form all the extractive or albuminous properties o土“ uncooked beef) tOgether with its stimulating
Salts. Dr・ Geo. D. Hays? OfNew York Post Graduate School? in an exhaし】Stive essay onArtificialAlimen-
tation, thus alludes to BOVININ圏:白Ofthe preparations of rawfoodextracts, One has aclinica11y proved
value・ It is rich in nitl・OgenOuS Substances and phosphates. Itis readily digested and absorbed and can be
relied upon for the entire sustenance ofthe body for a considerable period・ク, The blood corpuscles? Which
Carry SuCh a wealth ofvitalizing power are found in BOVININ田intact, aS reVealed by the microscope,
iサCOuntless thousands. B・ N. Towle, M. D., OfBoston言n a notable paper on Raw Foods, readbeforethe
American Medical Association atWashington, D. C., May 6th, 1884, thus refers to BOVエNINE :生工
have given it continually to the patients for months with s¥ignal comfort) eSPeCia11y in complicated cases of
dyspepsia attended by epigastric uneasiness from inervation) and in nervous debility oflong standing. Raw
food is equa11y adapted to acu七e lingering diseases.,, In stomach and intestinal troubles ofchildhood) PrO-
Ceeding from indigestion言ts administratjon _is followed by marked benefits, While bottle-fed infants thrive
wonderfully uponitうfive to珊een drops being added to each feeding・ A decided change for the better is
often seen in weakly ir‘fants in twenty訪eur hoし1rS. BOVININE is palatableto the most fastid王ous taste・
Samples to physicians ol- aPPlication・
cAR管FuL」Y PR雪PARED BY　-
The J. P. BUSH MAN’F’G COMPANY,
2 Barday Street, New York City.
LABORATORY, 42 AND 44 TH工RD AVLNUE, CHICAGO, ILL。
ne JMedical Stude形l.
THE ADVANTAGES
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箆丁E草‡址‡Z亜卿◎埋‡正K
As a food are too well known to the Medical Profession to need mentio臣bし一t the incon、「enience of sterliza一
完了! tion・ and the fai血e ofthe public to appreciate the晶ue of the producL make its use impracticable・ eSP9-
cially among the p orer c】asses, Where the greatest mortality among children always occurs.’HORLICK’S MALT巳D MILK
Is a pure? frosh’COW’s milk) Perfectly sterilize(らand combined with the extract of selected grain’Put uP in
- hemetica11y sealed glass packages.
The simplici亡y of preparation makes Malted Milk particularly va`1uable, aS it has merely to be stirred
into wam water which has prev主ously been sterilized (boiled), Whe正t disoIves instantly. San〕Ples of
Horlick,s Malted Milk will be sent to any physician on application to
MALTED MILK CO., Racifle, WIS.
Photographs。f the Faculty for Sale.
Urina,ry Analyses.
M蕊悪霊詰認諾吉慧豊藍慧慰霊豊器u‾
nations of Tumors and Tissues. Chemical and Micro-
scopical Examinations of a11 fluids of the body・
鶉月UTOPSIES CONDUCT露D.懸
乱B.岨A珊珊S一間I醐,削,虹
壬⊃亀七he‡9g己c∋●1工」尋“be工∈ゝ七〇エア,
Bos唖U皿V8融印馳001 0了胴1CinB,　電as[ 00恥rd S[r酢BO細m=恥SSi
掴乱P蹴$
垂盟鞋呈堕す
量対“∴富田E鵬言張証弧Ⅷ直A重の瓜Ⅲ軍書ESの聯
Durability, Evenness of
Po主皿も, a皿d Work皿釦nship・
帥1億by St撮七℃難誌霊薄給ご圭驚言語霊m如a・恥か-
二回東田　雲P重量寸-〇日R工ノゝ」×「コP起工寸　CC)M賢ブエ寸“モ㌃,
合食e　エヨ嘗e∈しま“塚7“∈嘉y,室寸e.歌r “貰㌃e雪〕露-
$剛咽50洞門t幅書芸言霊慧莞
can fumish a horse and gi、-e th昂r whole time to the
business. Spare moments may be profitably empIoy-
ed als . A few vacancies in towns and cities.
B. F. JOHNSON&CO。ず1009 Main St., Richmond, Va,
◎　ゐsu患gG卑Ip丁重O吋S ◎　◎
For THE MEDICAL STUDENT ShoしIld be sent to S. O.
PILLING, HoM(孟opATmC HospITAL, East Con-
cord street, BosTC;N.
